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Nature Flowers of Jeju

Flowers of Jeju
Springtime in Jeju is painted by flowers.
Time serves as the brush
Flowers blossom also in the heart
and remain timeless and evergreen

Camellia tree, Wimi-ri, Namwon-eup, Seogwipo

Spring in Jeju

Blossoming in the Heart
Flowers in Jeju captivate us with remarkably sweet and deep fragrance in springtime.
At the end of Winter, camellias blossom in every corner of the villages, followed by a blinding field of pink cherry blossoms.
Canola and barley sprouts intersect to create yellow and green patterns, covering the island in the colors of the spring.
The scent of citrus flowers make the spring whole, and pave the way for summer.
Author Soo-yeon Ko Photography Il-sup Yi

Blooming in Culture, the Fragrance of Nostalgia: Camellia
Flowers
Camellias have a special place in the collective memory of the
island. Camellias were, after all, one of the flowers that
introduced the island to the rest of the world. Yo-bae Kang
introduced the stark contrast between the beautiful island and
the grievous darkness of the April 3rd Incident to the world
through his exhibition, ‘Camellia Has Fallen.’ Yong-mook
Kye, a writer of tireless spirit who worked during the dark
times of the Korean War, also inhabited the place bearing
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camellia’s name, ‘Dongbaek Dabang’, in Chilseong-ro.
That is not all. The Jeju Fortress in the old city center area
bears poems written by Jung Kim, the magistrate of Jeju
(served from 1735 to 1737), on the beauty of Jeju’s flowers.

Camellias in the Ia Gardens
One has bloomed, the other has not
Does the spring walk on its legs?
For flowers bloom on the garden first.

- Sangiadongbaekhwa (praise for camellia flowers in garden of Ia)

Ia is the official space of the assistant magistrate, and lent its
name to the area in front of its former grounds, Iatgol, which
is currently occupied by the former site of the Jeju National
University Hospital. Camellias also feature in the local myth,
the Seocheon Flower Fields. Hallakgungi, a character from
Jeju local myth, used the flower of resurrection to revive
Wongang Ami, mother of Hallakgungi, from her death, and a
camellia flower arose from her forehead. It is said that
camellias are thus used to make oil for the women to spread
on their hair.
Spring flowers like camellia as such are inseparable from the
lives of the Jeju islanders, providing seeds from which the rich
cultural traditions of the island could take root from.
Spring flowers are also inseparable from the livelihood of the
villages: villages such as Sinheung-2(i)ri and Wimi-ri in
Namwon-eup have been renowned from the camellia colonies
that adorn the villages. Camellias have served as fruits of the
wisdom and hardiness of the islanders, blocking the harsh
winds of the island with dense and evergreen foliage, and now
serve to create unique spaces that are frequented by tourists
each year. Camellia Flowers brings fragrance of nostalgia, for
cherished moments. Soon-yi Kim, the foremost poet of Jeju,
has said: love that is beautiful is love that does not wilt and
fade away.
Cherry blossoms, caressing the painful past of the island
Cherry blossom festivals capture our eyes and ears each year.

King cherries, cherry trees that are native to Jeju, boast the
largest and the most opulent display of blossoms each year in
early April, reaching a full bloom in only 2 to 3 days. But the
people of Jeju cannot indulge in joy alone each year, for the
pain of the past still haunts the island.
This year again saw the 25th Jeju Cherry Blossom Festival,
with the subtitle of ‘the festival of spring in the land of king
cherry.’ On April 3rd, a day of during the festival, the 68th
memorial event for the victims of the April 3rd Incident was
held in April 3rd Peace Park, with rain blanketing the memorial
grounds and white blossoms falling softly onto the street.
Just as Seocheon Flower Field having both the Laughing
Flower and the Crying Flower, our lives are intertwined with
joy and sadness. We, like the flowers, laugh and cry between
the two strands. We merely smile at the passing of the
blossoms, too quick to appreciate their beauty, and wait eagerly
for the next year: the same cannot be said for the tragedy of
the April 3rd Incident, and the question of nursing the wounds
of the tragedy is a difficult one indeed.
The seemingly endless conflict between Korea and Japan
regarding the origins of king cherry has been settled in the favor
of Jeju, with the oldest king cherry in existence, 265 years old,
being discovered in Gaeoreum in Bonggae-dong, Jeju-si in this
May. King cherries were used as timber for construction, and
was often used as a good base for wood printing as well. It is a
lesser-known fact that more than half of the Tripitaka Koreana
was carved upon Sargent Cherry trees.

King cherry tree, Sinpung-ri, Seongsan-eup, Seogwipo
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Rain blanketing the memorial
grounds and white blossoms
falling softly onto the street
8

Because of the island’s lush environment, Jeju is
comparatively well-versed and used to woodcrafts. King
cherries that were dense and fine were called ‘Saogi’, and were
prized for their quality as materials for tools and furniture.

Canola flowers, an uncanny wave of gold
Springtime in Jeju is awash in yellow. Yellow is the color of
joy and rapture, hope and waiting. Between the black stone
fences and the golden wave of canola flowers, the separation
of life and death is made apparent and the feeling of bygone
lives sink into our hearts in springtime.
Canola, or Yuchae (油菜, literal meaning; oil vegetable) in
Korean, is named because the seeds are used to extract oil.
Canola served as the major crop of the island, once reaching
almost 80% in domestic production: its hardiness was a
blessing in the harsh soil of the island. Canola is also used as
a honey plant. Jeju Canola Flower Festival was initially
intended as a festival to bring together the people of the island,
and also to advertise the value of the Jeju canola and bring
more profit to the island. With the reduction in canola
production, driven by the emergence of the mandarin orange
industry, the Canola Flower Festival was expanded into a
tourist festival, being held each year in mid-April with various

programs and events for the tourists. Canola is one of the
predominant sights in the island in every April, with Gasi-ri
Noksan-ro, Seongsan Ilchulbong Peak, Songaksan Mountain,
and Yongmeori Beach areas being famed for canola fields.
Springtime in Jeju is a sight of joy and beauty for the travellers,
but for the locals springtime is the time of remembrance, for
the deep wounds and hardships over the years. The start of
Canola industry in Jeju can be traced back to the 1960s, after
the April 3rd Incident, but the writers of the island have used
the motif of falling blossoms to speak of the past, lest that be
forgotten in the joy of the spring and the festivals.
At May, the end of springtime, a delicate scent can be found
anywhere in the villages of Jeju. It is the scent of orange
blossoms, from the ubiquitous mandarin orange trees on the
Island. The efforts that go into these flowers, blooming and
eventually becoming a fruit in the fall, cannot be exaggerated.
Springtime in Jeju reverberates within the very life of the
islanders, blooming like camellia, cherry, canola, mandarin
orange and the official flower of Jeju, Weyrich azalea
(Bakdalenang) in the fields of the island. When you see the
flowers on the fields beneath the Hallasan Mountain, please
think back to the farmers of the island, and the meaning of
these flowers in their lives.

Canola flower fields, Eongdeongmul valley, Seogwipo ⓒ Jae-young Choi
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Jeju is a great greenhouse, built by the nature. A paradise exists within it,
the paradise of wildflowers. Wildflowers can be found in places which have
not been touched by humans frequently, such as Oreum, Gotjawal or the
foot of the Hallasan Mountain. With strong wind and the influences of the
soil, wildflowers in Jeju are relatively small and tend to have a delicate scent.
Carving themselves a place in the rough terrain of the island, these hardy
flowers remain in the bosom of nature with unassuming beauty. Once the
wildflowers bloom, starting from the Jeju native Seboksucho (Acute-tip
adonis) to Baekseohyang (Daphne jejudoensis), Japanese anise, Jeju
hepatica, Yangji Flower (Jeju cinquefoil), Saeu Nancho (Calanthe Discolor),
and king cherry, springtime is in full swing in the island. Weyrich azalea, a
member of the rhododendron family, is a plant native to Jeju with a scarlet
blossom, coloring the island with patches of brilliant scarlet from the coast
to about 600m from the sea level in Hallasan Mountain. With beautiful
blossom and color, it is designated as the official flower of the island, being
a beloved flower from the past. It is called ‘Bakdalenang’ in Jeju dialect.
Why not walk into the Gotjawal in springtime, and experience the joy of
finding a wildflower standing amid the grasses.

Hallasan Mountain
and the Wildflowers
from Oreum
Written by the editorial staff
Photography and material, Jin Kim
(National Institute of Forest Science, Warm Temperate and
Subtropical Forest Research Center))
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1. Jeju hepatica 2. Seboksucho (Acute-tip adonis) 3. Weyrich's azalea
4. Saeu Nancho (Calanthe Discolor) 5. Jeju Baekseohyang (Daphne jejudoensis)
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A Man of Green Thumb, Mr. Dong-chul Kim of Halla Arboretum

“Flowers are steadfast, but put on a different face every day.
It’s the charm of life!”
Author Sun-ah Lee Photography Il-sup Yi

Within the city of Jeju, Halla Arboretum harbors
nearly 100,000 plants from 1,100 species, some
of them native endangered plants, in a 200,000m²
area. Mr. Dong-chul Kim is the longest-serving
member of the Halla Arboretum, having worked
for 12 years in managing the flower trees.
“On a busy day we have nearly 2 thousand visitors
in a day. We do the same work regardless, nothing
more difficult there... But flowers and trees have
difficulty. I suppose you could say that they are
being stressed. When we have a lot of visitors, we
see a lot of petal on the ground, or the branches
sagging toward the ground.”
He arrives at work on 8 a.m. After an hour of
preparations, a round inspection at 9. The
inspection takes about an hour. Mr. Kim mentally
goes through the to-do list and the order. His usual
work includes pruning, preventing pests, mowing,
maintaining the exhibits and planting and
managing the flowers. It also includes taking care
of complaints as well. Furthermore, when the tour
guide is busy, he sometimes steps into the shoes,
explaining the flower trees upon request.
His day is a long series of work upon one another
to the end, usually around 6:30 p.m. or even 7:30.
He takes heart, however, on the fact that after he
started working in the arboretum, there has been
an increase of 20% to 30% in the number of
plants, all due to his hard work and dedication.
It wasn’t a hard decision to join the Arboretum in
early 2000s, after 20 years of service in other
careers. As he had specialized in horticulture back
in his high school days at Jeju Agriculture High
School, he had thought that working with earth
was the most honest, and noblest, calling that he
could dedicate himself to.
“Flowers are borne by trees. I merely do my best
to help them. It takes numerous encounters and
effort on my part. You know, weeding, caring for
trees, that kind of things. The trees then bear
beautiful flowers. The flowers, in turn, spread joy
and a sense of wonder to those who seek them
out.”
Tree managers have a get-together once every two
weeks or so, discussing and planning the future

and helping each other over rounds of soju and
samgyeopsal.
Mr. Kim shares his sense of wonder at seeing
different things in the same flower, even though
his whole day revolves around the flowers and
trees.
“If you see a person often enough, you can tell who
that person is, even if you are looking at their back.
Trees and flowers, in my opinion, are like that too.
That hackberry tree over there, I see that tree
dozens of times each day. As you see it growing,
blooming, and bearing fruit, you begin to capture
the entire life of that hackberry tree.”
That is the reason why he does not feel bored,
even though he does the same job every day, each
moment feeling new and novel.
Mr. Kim says that flowers calm down turbulent
hearts.
“When a flower blooms, you see no deceit, no
falseness. It even calms the most turbulent hearts.”
But he can’t help but feel sad and disappointed
when visitors damage or take away the flowers. It
is difficult to revive a damaged flower. To grow a
beautiful flower once again, it takes at least a year.
Mr. Kim explained that in order to pass down the
beautiful arboretum to the descendants, the
cooperation and understanding from the residents
and visitors are essential.
Even today, Mr. Kim toils to grow the flowers of
life. He always keeps in mind an advice that he
had heard from a senior, back when he had just
entered the business world.
“Did you think that you could get a plant from
seeding and fertilizing?
You need to put in an honest effort from sweat
and dedication to bear a fruit.”
Mr. Kim told us that seeing people’s joy with the
flowers is enough to make him smile. Flowers, he
says, calm people.
“I see hope in the new shoots that rise after the
leaves fall down. I hope other people can see it,
too.”
Growing flowers and trees may seem like leisurely
work, but in requires constant effort in reality. Even
a slight mistreatment shows immediately, and

even a slight lapse in effort spreads the disease
immediately, reducing the tree to a lifeless husk.
One must learn the value of honesty, and pay the
toll through honest labor, to arrive at the
flourishing arboretum made up of beautiful
flowers and trees.
Mr. Kim says that he realized the value of ‘freedom
that does not encroach on the others’ by looking
at the butterflies and bees that perch quietly onto
the petal, and drink the nectar without disturbing
the rest. Inner peace follows naturally from the
realization of the nature’s laws. Mr. Kim believes
that more bees and birds will seek out the
arboretum next year.
The light of the late springtime, hot like the
impending summer, perched on his shoulders like
a butterfly.

Mr. Dong-chul Kim
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The Secret Garden of Jeju

‘Seonheul kkotbat’
Author Mi In Photography Han-koo Lee

There is a field of flowers that only a few know
about.
A patch of flowers planted by a retired teacher
couple, Mr. Hyung-sik Kim and Mrs. Soon-duk
Oh, soon developed into a small ‘secret garden.’
The couple’s friends, upon seeing the love that
the couple gave to the flowers, talked often about
the mystical ‘Seocheon Flower Field’ of Jeju
folklore, and the Seonheul Field became known
to the rest of the world.
The secret garden of Jeju, Seonheul field; what
is the story behind this place?

Mr. Hyung-sik Kim and Mrs. Soon-duk Oh, tending to the Seonheul Field

Flowers signify the renewed vitality of the new season. They shoot out
of the barren soil, exhausted by winter, and throw out the leaves and
blossoms with a flourish. Perhaps this is the reason why ancient Koreans
also thought of flowers in a number of folklore pieces as well. Jeju folklore
features a god granting numerous wishes with colorful flowers
blossoming on the sky, and a mythical place where flowers, home to
flowers such as Lifefire Flower, Ruin Blossom, Crying Flower, and
Laughing Flower, controlling the fate and life of the humans.
Flowers such as ‘Bone Rising Blossom’, ‘Flesh Rising Blossom’, and
‘Revival Flower’ are all used to raise the dead into the land of the living,
and these flowers are used by figures such as Jacheongbi and Hallakgungi,
Jacheogbi using the flowers to bring the loved ones back to life, and
Hallakgungi taking the flowers to bring his mother back to life. This field,
of course, refers to the ‘Seocheon Flower Field’, or the ‘Life Flower Field.’
In that sense, Seonheul field is also a field of life, a field of unassuming
beauty nurtured by the love of the elderly couple.
Mythical imagination is brought to life as the love of the couple fuels
the entire field with vitality. The couple, who attended the same
elementary school as children, met once again at high school and
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eventually married each other. Serving as teachers in Daegi High School
and Ohyeon High School, the couple searched far and wide for a space
where they could spend the rest of their lives with flowers and trees,
eventually arriving at the present space.
Seonheul refers to the pinnacle of goodness. “Seonheul field is the flower
of my life, the pinnacle of beauty. I’ve never been happier. This field is
the one that my wife loves the most, she who makes my life so beautiful.
Because she is happy, I find myself happy as well. This field is our amour,
a garden of love. It is literally the field that the flowers of our lives
inhabit.“ The fields are worked by the couple, and the couple alone. They
share the arduous journey of bringing flowers into life. They share the
joy, sadness, and the sweat that follows from the journey. Nearly 400
species of flowers inhabit the 3,300㎡ space. No flower has been raised
in ignorance, nor been neglected by the couple. Every blossom in the
field, as such, is the fruit of the couple’s love and care. People come to
the field to be comforted by the flowers. They feel the deep sense of love
at the field raised by love.
The couple opens the field only once in each year, free of charge around
mid-May, as the Seonheul Field Cultural Festival.

What is one word that can capture the essence of flowers?

Amour (love)
The garden of dreams that the couple had wished for such a long time.
I asked Mrs. Oh, a retired French teacher, to express the field in one word.
As she sipped the coffee in a beautiful cup, she opened her eyes and said, almost like an exclamation,
“’Amour.’ The field is, in one word, love. Flowers are like friends, good and kind friends.”
Who came up with the name, Kkotbat (field)?
“Many suggested that we call it a garden, or Jungwon.
We thought that Kkotbat was better. After all, it is our Kkotbat.
And you know, so many grill houses these days use Garden as their name.”
At that moment, she turned her head, and called out to her husband, who had been absentmindedly wandering on the field.
“Darling, don’t step on that patch. There are flowers right below your feet. Please don’t step on it without regard.”
His flower had called out.
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The Map of Flowers in Jeju

Don’t miss
flower paths
in Jeju
Written by the editorial staff Illustration by Yul Ko

Jeonnong-ro
Hosted by Jeju Tourism and Festival Association
Jeju Cherry Blossom Festival takes place each year around
the city of Jeju, in places such as Jeonnong-ro, Jeju National
University, and Aewol Jangjeon-ri.
Jeju Cherry Blossom Festival: Late March - early April

Aewol
Jangjeon-ri
Yeonhwamot Pond
The widest pond in Jeju
One can enjoy the view of the lotus flowers on the
pavilion, located on the middle of the pond.
Flowering: July - August

Halla Arboretum
Halla Arboretum features flowers
and trees from all the four seasons of
Jeju, including subtropical and polar
plants as well as endangered plants.
Cherry blossoms along the entrance
to the Arboretum make the visit to
the Arboretum particularly
pleasant in April.

Hallim Park
Hallim Park has flowers for every season,
offering flower festivals each month with different themes.
January, narcissus; February, plum blossom; March, tulip; April, king
cherry; May, wildflowers; June, bigleaf hydrangea; July - September, lotus
flowers; November, chrysanthemum; December, camellia

Wolryeong-ri
Prickly pears bloom in yellow in summer.
Wolryeong-ri’s prickly pear colony is designated as a
natural monument.
Flowering: June - July

Norimae
Plum blossoms flower in early spring,
even before the leaves, and other trees
and grasses make this place a fourseason destination for flowers.
Flowering: February and March

Sanbangsan Mountain

Camellia Hill
Bigleaf hydrangeas progress from a white flower,
dotted with green, to azure and violet throughout
the season.
Different varieties of camellias bloom at
different times from autumn to early spring.
Flowering: Bigleaf hydrangeas, June - July;
camellias, autumn - early spring

Jungmun-Yerae-dong- Daepyeong-ri
Yerae-dong’s cherry blossom road stretches from
Jungmun to Daepyeong-ri.

Coastal Ring Road at Moseulpo
Jeju Narcissus has white petals, with yellow,
shorter petals layered within the blossom, and
is native to the coastal regions in the island.
Flowering: January - March
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Oedolgae Sea Stack

Seonheul Camellia Hill
Kim Kyung Sook
Sunflower Farm
Jeju National
University

Sunflowers are annual plants, blooming on
August to September, but in Jeju, they
bloom from summer to autumn.
Flowering: June - November

Seonheul Camellia Hill is named as such
because it is home to a large number of
arborescent trees, and camellias in particular.
It is well known for its temperate broadleaf
evergreen forest and the Meonmulkkak, a
wetland area designated as a Ramsar Site.

Tokkiseom Island

Jeolmul Natural
Recreational Forest
Jeju hydrangea is an indigo flower with neuter
flowers at the outer rim of the blossom, similar to bigleaf
hydrangeas, and smaller flowers with pistil and stamen
on the inner parts of the blossom.
Flowering: June - August

Gwangchigi beach

Gasi-ri Canola Flower Plaza

Cape Seopjikoji

Noksan-ro in Gasi-ri is well known because of its
breathtaking vista from a combination of canola flowers
and cherry blossoms.
The area has been designated from this year
onward as the venue of the Canola Flower Festival,
which marks the start of springtime in the island.
Jeju Canola Flower Festival: Early April

265-year-old King Cherry
King cherry colony found at Gaeoreum,
Bonggae-dong, 607m from the sea level

Udo Island

Poison bulb flowers have a
large number of small flowers
hanging from a single stem,
and has a robust scent.
The colony at Tokkiseom
Island has been designated
as a natural monument.
Flowering: July - August

Hueree Natural Park

Kim Younggap Gallery Dumoak
Narcissus blossoms adorn the stone fences at the
courtyard of the gallery.
Flowering: Early February - March

Sehwa-3(sam)ri

Hueree Natural Park offers a variety of
activities from plum blossoms in spring to
plum harvests in June.
Flowering: February and March

Lotus flowers

A village known for herbs, with
rosemary and lavenders planted
along the 4-4.5 miles stretch of
roads in the village
Flowering: Rosemary,
March - April; Lavender, May

Jeju hydrangea

sunflowers

Sinheung-2(i)ri
Wimi-ri

Chilsimni Poetry Park

Featuring a camellia colony designated
as the 27th Provincial Monument of Jeju

Wimi-ri, or the ‘Camellia Village’, is known
for its camellia colony, which had been
planted by Mrs. Maeng-chun Hyun in a
painstaking feat of effort, and which has
been designated as the 39th Provincial
Monument of Jeju after decades.

Chilsimni Poetry Park is home to 260 plum trees.
A walk through the park is made even more
pleasant in springtime, when the scent of plum
blossoms wafts through the air.
Flowering: February and March

bigleaf hydrangea flowers

prickly pear flowers

narcissus

herbs

plum blossom

poison bulb flower

Tot (Hijiki) Harvested in April to May It is harvested in the northeastern coast
of the island, and parts of the western region such as Biyangdo Island.

Camellia flowers Camellia flowers can be found throughout the villages in Jeju,
from winter to spring next year. Camellias have been used as windbreaks in the past,
with the most prominent colonies being the colonies at Wimi-ri and Sinheung-2(i)ri.
Camellia forests also form a band around Hallasan, at areas from 400m to 600m
above the sea level.

Umutgasari (gar) Harvested in mid-May to early June Umutgasari is the
second largest source of income for Haenyeo in Jeju, next to seashells. It is
harvested in the northeastern coast of the island, from Seongsan to Donggui,
Aewol.

King cherry trees Starting from Wimi-ri in late March, king cherry blossoms start
to cover the island from the lower regions like Jungmun, Yerae-dong, Jeonnong-ro,
Jangjeon-ri in Aewol-eup, and Jeju National University, and quickly spreads to the
rest of the Hallasan Mountain.

Chammojaban (Sargassum fulvellum) Harvested in February. After
February its texture becomes fibrous, making it unfit for consumption.
Chammojabans have been harvested throughout the coastal regions of the
island in the past, but nowadays they are harvested in island regions,
including Udo and Chujado islands, and the northeastern coast of the island,
from Donggui and Bukchon to Sinyang, Goseong. The area south of Seogwipo
has been gradually declining due to the whitening of the surrounding sea.

Canola flowers Starting from Gwangchigi beach and Cape Seopjikoji in early March,
canola flowers cover Oedolgae Sea Stack and Sanbangsan Mountain as well as Hallim
Park in yellow in mid-March, before covering Noksan-ro in full bloom in early April.
Orange blossoms Oranges bloom from early May onward, covering the island in the
scent of orange blossoms, starting from Seogwipo and moving onward to villages in
Jungsangan in two short weeks.
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JejuisnotableinitsheavyusageofChammojaban(Sargassumfulvellum).
Chammojaban is harvested and dried in winter, and used all year around
in the following year. It is quite bitter if salt is not removed prior to drying,
so multiple washes are necessary to fully appreciate the taste of
Chammojaban. ChammojabanisthemainingredientofJeju’siconicdish,
Momguk, and is also used as a side dish after being blanched.

Chammojaban growing in water

Flowers of the Sea

Chammojaban, the
Robust Sentinels of
the Coast
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The people of Jeju call Chammojaban ‘Mom’, ‘Mol’, or ‘Molmang’, and uses it to make
Momguk, a pork-based soup with Chammojaban. Momguk features Chammojaban being
boiled in a rich broth of pork, intestine and Sundae (blood sausage), which reduces the
oily taste of the broth and infuses the broth with a characteristic kick. Chammojaban
goes well with pork, reducing the gamey taste of the pork as well as preventing the
absorption of fat from the meat.
Momguk was traditionally a food designed for sharing and communicating. The people
of Jeju has traditionally used pork in important celebrations. In those days, when meat
was hard to come by, Momguk was used as a food for sharing with the people of the
village.
Chammojaban is an alkaline seaweed with an abundance of minerals and vitamin, and
the calcium content of Chammojaban aids in prevention of bone-related diseases. Alginic
acid in Chammojaban is also credited with prevention of cancer cells and is a potent
antioxidant. There is a research claims that alginic acid can have effect in alleviating
skin wrinkles.
Chammojaban also plays an important role in maintaining the health of the seas around
Jeju. It grows in groups around the coastal regions, sticking onto the rocks with large
dish-shaped roots and spreading the stem to form large forests on the seabed.
Chammojaban has numerous air pockets, shaped like small balloons, because it produces
oxygen through photosynthesis. Chammojaban forests supply the sea with oxygen, is
used as a habitat or nesting grounds for fishes and shellfishes, and also offers a sanctuary
for young fishes. It plays, in other words, a very important role in conservation of the sea
and the development of maritime resources.

A dense forest of Chammojaban
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Chammojaban was, in the past, the third largest source of income for maritime products,
next to shellfishes and abalone. Due to coastal developments and climate change,
however, it had slowly begun to disappear since the 1990s,
and is confined to certain regions in the present.
With the drastic reduction in the availability,
the resulting shortage in supply has catapulted the price of Chammojaban.
Chammojaban is, as a result, one of the most expensive seaweeds in the market.

1

2
1. Successful harvest of the farmed Chammojaban in this year’s February
2. A group of Haenyeo marches off to the Jongdal-ri Chammojaban farm for harvest
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Researcher Soon-chan Kim investigates the growth of the Chammojaban in the farm.

Ocean and Fisheries Research Institute of the Jeju Special Self-governing
Province has succeeded in developing a viable method of mass
Chammojaban farming. The first Chammojaban seedling, prepared in March
2015, was grown from a spore harvested from the wild Chammojaban, being
grown for two months in the Institute’s vat. This seedling was transplanted
in May to the coastal area around Jocheonhang Port, which has favorable
tidal conditions and nutrients, for a 3-month acclimation period until late
August. After the acclimation period, the seedlings were transplanted again
to the farming sites in the Jocheon area, Jongdalhang Port and the coastal
regions of Ojo-ri, and were harvested on the following February. A comparison
of the three sites revealed that the farms set up in deep seas in Jocheon area,
which is affected significantly by tidal conditions, yielded 1,100 pounds of
Chammojaban in 0.3ha area. The coastal regions in Jongdalhang Port area,
which seem to have an abundance in nutrients and minerals, and also seem
to be less affected by tidal conditions, yielded 1,750kg, three times more

than the Jocheon area. The two areas were shown to be capable of supplying
high-quality Chammojaban as well as harboring a secure facility, but the
yield was greater in areas with an abundance in nutrients, rather than deep
sea areas. The Chammojaban yield from the trial farming had bigger and
longer leaves than natural Chammojaban, almost two or three times greater
in size or length, and had more leaves attached to each stem, yielding a
greater amount of flesh for consumption. Because it has very little in the way
of impurities or debris, farmed Chammojaban is thought to be more pleasant
both in taste or the ease of handling. The success in Chammojaban farming
is expected to provide a new source of income for the fishing villages in Jeju
area. It is also expected to alleviate the adverse effects of the increase in sea
temperature, and the resulting whitening, of the Jeju area. Chammojaban is
indeed a flower of life for the seas of Jeju, providing refuge and sustenance
to many forms of life along with Kajime, Umutgasari and Tot.
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Lives more beautiful than flowers
Culture is life.
Fulfillment and giving up, communication and sharing,
we meet people who leave their marks,
even if they must wander and lose their way
in the search for authentic life

Jeju 2016. Spring

People Lives more beautiful than flowers

Painter Yo-bae Kang
Drawing the Folds of Time

Meet the art

Jeju Museum of Art is hosting a guest exhibition of Korean

contemporary artist titled ‘Yo-bae Kang_A Wind Blowing

through Time (15th April-10th July).’ This exhibition is a rare

opportunity to appreciate the full chronicle of the artist, from

his study paintings from his early days to the recent works.
Author Mi In Photography Il-sup Yi

Some have said that what important in life is not ‘events’ but
rather the ‘attitude’ toward the events. The life of Yo-bae Kang
is a life of ‘folds’, creating ‘fulfillment.’ The word ‘living’
issupposed to mean living a proper life. When one lives
properly, ‘folds’ and ‘fulfillment’ emerge. They are like laurel
wreaths, awarded only to those who do not apologize but lead
true lives, never straying from the ideal. His paintings are
testaments of such bravery. A life unmoved by stray winds, how
was it possible for him to lead such a life? The life of Yo-bae
Kang was not easy. It was because he never learned how to live
an easy life. The name Yo-bae (堯培) was given to him by his
father, who was a scholar of Chinese classics, to live a peaceful
life like the legendary period of antiquity, Yao and Shun
(Korean pronunciation ‘Yosun’). Kang’s father went through
an age of barbaric extremes, where political figures were purged
indiscriminately, killing even those who shared the same name.
Such acts of barbarism might have motivated senior Kang to
give a unique name to his child, to spare him the fate of many
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innocents who were killed only by the virtue of their names.
Kang’s only recollection of his childhood is his father’s voice,
reading the classics out loud. Born in 1952, in Samyang-dong,
he was the youngest of 5, and his oldest sister had already
moved out of the house to marry. The second sister, 12 years
older than him, married out of the family eventually. Once he
entered elementary school, his older brother by 9 years also
eventually left to Seoul to pursue his own studies. He was the
only child left in the dark countryside, with his father and
mother. The father, a scholar of Chinese classics, lived the life
of a classical scholar, working by the day and reading by night.
He did not speak much to Kang, and intruded in Kang’s affairs
even less. He was a scholar, displaced from time; he never
raised a hand, nor sent him on errands. His mother was, in a
way, like his father as well. Kang was treated like a
doryeonnim, a young gentleman, even when it came to the
decision for his future career. He was never coerced, nor forced.
Through such a childhood, Kang learnt the ‘value’ of ‘respect.’
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The decision to paint eventually came from that value of
‘respect’ as well. An aptitude test at the final year of high
school actually wrote him off as having not much aptitude in
art. His reason for art was simple. He had much potential, and
had academic credentials to back that potential, even being
scored as the 3rd place out of all applicants in his high school
entrance examination. He wanted to do everything; politics,
science, architecture. But everyone in his family, including his
father and sisters, were good painters. His decision to become
a painter was simple. He had made up his mind to not give his
parents the burden of providing tuition.
“Respect, in some sense, is even more sinister than
intrusion and coercion. It makes you unable to take life
lightly. You make your own choice, and the burden of
responsibility is solely on you.”
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Folds of life are not offered to everyone who travels along the
path of life. They are like laurel wreaths, awarded only to those
who do not apologize but lead true lives, never straying from
the ideal. Folds are not automatic creations.
One studies to distinguish truth from falsity. Deception is for
oneself, not others. His study is full of books on different
subjects, from antique texts to Guns, Germs, and Steel (by
Jared Diamond), astronomy, sociology, physics and chemistry,
like a small universe of a curious child. A glance is enough to
tell that there are more than 300 books in the study. He has to
get rid of many books each year, because his study cannot
accommodate the accumulation of books. He has studied all
his life to get rid of things as well. Only when one realizes what
is valuable can one get rid of false things. Valuable things can
be done together. Kang draws his breath to take in the valuable
folds of time, not losing sight of the world. The folds of time

Water Scales, acrylic on canvas, 44×63.7 in, 2015

only reveal themselves to the one who breathes in tandem. One
must wait with humility, even brave death. It is a process of
giving up, giving up the desires. When one gives up and is
rendered empty, nature presents the reflection through beauty.
The fulfillment renders the individual shapes into a coherent
whole. Desire is emptied out, and one becomes ‘one’ with
others. That moment is the moment when the artist picks up
the brush. The moment, in other words, of clarity. That sense
of coherent whole serves as the beginning of simplicity.
Simplicity is the result of the author’s journey, honest to his
own reflections. Easy compromise does not form ‘folds.’ Folds
manifest in different forms in different individuals. The fold
manifests itself in the folds of the brush, shaping and imbuing
the canvas with the history of brutal honesty and drive for truth.
These paintings offer the sound of history, and the breath of
life. To protect the folds, the author had to go through

numerous books across the time, working by day and reading
by night.
“Painting allows one to see if one is deceiving oneself.
One needs to be able to see the sense of self-deceit with
cold reason. It’s not easy, but one does not advance by
apologizing for oneself.”
If he had learnt respect from his father, his mother had told him
this. “Be a person with a clear mind.” This demands honesty.
This demands that one gives up the desires, even if one wishes
to compromise, apologize, and deceive oneself. He stands with
his head toward the wind, until his heart is swept by the wind
and his thoughts and his head becomes clear. Even today.
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Wild Pear Tree, acrylic on canvas, 71.6×89.3 in, 2013

Red Cliff, acrylic on canvas, 63.7×51.1 in, 2010

Billows, acrylic on canvas, 77.5×131.1 in, 2015
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Soil, acrylic on canvas, 51.2×63.8 in, 1992

Jeju is inseparable from the wind.
Winds of time buffet the individuals, steering them onward.
One can only offer oneself to the wind.
Life only leaves its mark to those who offer themselves to the rhythm. Folds are formed.
My painting is the wind that blows through time, through the history of my life. My painting is the mark left by the folds in the wind.
Only when one presents oneself to that wind can one achieve authenticity, the folds that one can call one’s own.
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Meet the Myth

“Simbang’s no joke,
they are worse than
marriage!”

Chairman of the Jeju Keungut Preservation Committee,
Soon-sil Seo

Author Sun-ah Lee Photography Kyu-chel Lee

Goddess, goddess, grant us Eomong (mother) the patience for
10 months for our child within us, grant the babies
a beautiful birth, grant those without babies Lifefire Flowers,
Revival Flowers, and Prosperity Flowers...

Many tourists come to Jeju to enjoy the flowers of the
island in springtime. Spring abounds in its early
messenger, Camellia, and cherry blossoms and canola
flowers that cover the island in full swing. Jeju folklore
also features flowers that had permeated the lives of
the islanders. These flowers have the power to give or
take away life, and change the temperament of
humans. They grow in Seocheon Flower Field, a
mythical place that is separate from both life and death
and tended by the souls that had died young and
nourished by the waters from Gwangcheonmot.
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The Tamraguk Ipchungut event, held in Jeju Mokgwana last
February, featured Buldo Maji held by Jeju Keungut
Preservation Committee. Buldo Maji is a form of Gut that
prays for the birth of a child or the health of children to the
deity Samseung Halmang. The flowers of Seocheon Flower
Field make their appearances in Simbang’s narration. For
example, ‘Lifefire Flower’ is a flower from the myth that
allows babies to be conceived, Prosperity Flower is that bring
prosperity to the house, and Revival Flower is that bring back
dead to life.
The people of Jeju sought out Simbang for significant events
in their household. They prayed for their wishes to the gods,
<Buldomaji> when a baby is not conceived, <Seongju Puri>,
when a new house was built, <Gwihyang Puri>, when a family
member died, <Pudasi> when there are sick people in the
house, <Ilwolmaji> for ancestors. Notably, there is no Gut in
Jeju for changing one’s own fortunes. Gut is not intended to
fulfill the desires in the first place. Most of the Gut is intended
to pray for health, or to show appreciation to the ancestors for
good fortune.
Soon-sil Seo decided to become a Simbang when she was 14
years old. Her mother, a widower of April 3rd Incident,
became a Simbang at 47. Despite becoming a Simbang at such
a late age, the history was passed down to her daughter as well.
Being a sickly child, it was easy for her to accept the fate of
becoming a Simbang. Her first Gut came when she became 20.
But life as a Simbang was not easy.
“It’s a difficult life, the life that we lead. Our job is now
recognized as a profession, and we are treated as such, but it
wasn’t like this in the past.” She learned the art from the master
Simbang, the late Joong-chun Lee, who had dedicated over 50
years of his life to the art of Gut. In her 25 years under his
tutelage, she rose early every day to prepare the Gut, and
learned all the intricacies and complexities of the ceremony by
heart. Her master was not a forgiving one. “The way he tested
me was that he would slip one or two words into the narrative.
When I hear the difference, and ask him about it later, he would
say ‘good, you have been listening properly.’ If you hadn’t,
then, it would be all over for you.’“ Every step, every sound,
was a lesson. He told her that a female Simbang should dance
daintily, so that the feet would not stick out of the skirt.

“Simbang’s no joke, they are worse than marriage.” Blind 3
years, deaf 3 years, mute 3 years solitary, heartbroken 3 years.
It is said that these 12 years will make a Simbang out of a
person. So many stories pile up over time, but that is the nature
of Simbang, who must endure everything. But nothing was
more rewarding than people telling her that their house had
found peace after the Gut. Villages in Jeju have both a Sindang,
a shrine for deity, and Simbang, who presides over Gut.
Gimnyeong Village, which is presided over by Seo, conducts
Jamsugut, a rite for Haenyeo every March 8th. One can rest
and even sleep in the mountains, one can return home from
work in the fields, but once the Haenyeo step into the seas, they
must place their lives on Tewak (traditional water float tube
that Haenyeos use, made of dried gourd) and face the risk of
death. The rite is an occasion for people to wish for good
harvest in the seas, and protection against dangers of diving.
“Don’t let us take in water from our breaths. Don’t let our
limbs be numbed. Don’t let our heart be stopped. Don’t let us
face the dangerous things beneath the surface. Let us have
good fortune to emerge out of the sea with baskets full.“
Jamsugut is not only intended for the living Haenyeo, but also
the spirits of those who had died at sea. The wish to prevent
the wraiths in the seas by appeasing the spirits is an integral
part of the ceremony. As time goes by, Simbang becomes like
a family member to the people of the village. People share
stories that they cannot tell others to Simbang, and seek their
advice in important matters. Seo’s wish to live with her uncles
(elders) until the day she passes away, whenever that may be,
was touching because of its simplicity. Soon-sil Seo became
the youngest successor in the history of Jeju Chilmeoridang
Yeongdeunggut, the 71st Important Intangible Cultural
Property of Korea, and is now the chairman of the committee
dedicated to the conservation of Jeju Keungut, the 13th
Intangible Cultural Property of Jeju. Now I have a heavy
responsibility to shoulder.
“I’m the last successor of the art that my masters had passed
down to me, and I must see to it that the art will be passed
down completely, but I fear that I might not be able to do that.”
We hope that more people will understand her wish to preserve
the dying traditions of the island.
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Singwaseje of Songdang-ri Bonhyangdang, Gujwa-eup, Jeju-si

Some Keys to
Understanding Jeju
Myth and Gut
Author Bong-soon Moon (Jeju Traditional Culture Institute)
Photography Jae-young Choi (Member of the Editorial Board)

Jeju is often called as ‘The Island of 18,000 Gods.’
With so many deities in the cultural history,
it is often thought that it would be easy to hear
about these deities in everyday lives.
But the reality is, of course, different.
It is not only very difficult to find opportunities
to hear about the myths, but even also is
difficult to find books that have translated the
myths in a simple form into standard Korean.
Where, then, are these gods?
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Treasures of the ‘Island of 500 Dang and 500 Jeol’
To an average Korean, the word ‘myth’ invokes the Western myths, such
as Greco-Roman mythology, or the origin myths such as the myth of
Jumong. Not many, however, are aware of the fact that many of the myths
in Korean peninsula were born in and passed down through shamanistic
traditions. Except for the Seolmundae Halmang myth, the creator-goddess
of the Jeju island, most myths in Jeju are also shamanistic traditions as well,
passed down in the form of Gut. Shamanistic traditions, including Gut, were
seen as harmful superstitions that must be discarded in the Confucian Joseon
and the Saemaul Movement. As a result, shamanistic mythology was
dissociated from the rite of Gut, and is presented as a source of stories to
the modern Korean. Yet, the paradoxical coexistence between that
dissociation and the fact that the Jeju mythology is still passed down in the
form of Gut remains.
Again, not all Gut in Jeju is centered around the myths. The Gut in Jeju can
be divided in Gaeingut, or individualized rites carried out in homes, and
Danggut, or the communal rite taking place at the Sindang, or communal
shrineSindang. The form of Gut itself varies depending on its purpose.
Because of this, a small Gut only narrates 2 to 3 myths. Danggut usually
features the myth of Bonhyangdang-sin Spirit, or the guardian deity of the
village. The myths narrated in Danggut vary greatly, including the stories
of the children of Songdang’s Baekjuto Halmang and Sorosocheonguk, the
common root of the Sindang found in Jeju, or the daughters of the Jade
Emperor or the youngest daughter of the Yongwang, or Dragon King, the
wrongful death of a young woman or the snake god. The largest Gut in Jeju
is called Keungut. Keungut, or the ‘large-scale Gut’, is indeed a large-scale
event, taking place over 3-4 days up to 15 days. Because it takes place over
a long period of time, and because many people take part in it, Keungut has

a comprehensive character, encompassing various aspects of
Jeju Gut in a single event. One can find in Keungut the famous
stories of King Daebyeol and Sobyeol, Jacheongbi the god of
agriculture, Gameunjang-agi, and Ganglim the reaper of death,
narrated along Simbang’s Janggu drum.
Of course, people in Jeju no longer practice Gut very often.
People go to hospitals when their children are unwell, and
many people have converted to Christianity. But people still
conduct Singwaseje Gut on a New Year’s Day to pay their
respect to the spirit of Bonhyangdang, and do Seongju Puri
when a new house is built. If a child cries without much reason,
or agitated beyond reason, people go to Simbang as well. The
reason why Jeju was able to keep so many myths would firstly
be traceable back to its geographical significance of being an
island, but also because in large part due to the capacity of the
islanders for recognizing different religion at the same time.
The old ladies of Jeju frequent both Sindang and Buddhist
monasteries. They do not discriminate the shamanistic tradition
as a different religion. As a result, the ‘island of 500 dang
(shrine) and 500 jeol (monasteries)’ has managed to hold onto
a rich tradition of shamanistic mythology and Sindang Shrine,
with the world of mythology still holding ethical power over
the daily lives of the individuals.

events taking place centered around Simbang. Not many
villages, however, dedicate themselves to conducting all 4 rites
of the Great 4. Baekju Halmangdang, the Bonhyangdang of
Songdang-ri, conducts Gut each year on January 13th,
February 13th, July 13th and October 13th. Hangeori
Harosandang, the Bonhyangdang of Waheul-ri, conducts a
large Gut each year on January 14th and July 14th. Generally
speaking, communal rite in a Jeju village is divided into a
dichotomy between female-led Danggut and male-led
Confucian Poje. However, as the Confucian Poje was started
after the emergence of Joseon, it can be said that Danggut was
the prototype of communal rites in Jeju.
An observation of Danggut, as conducted in Songdang and
Waheul, reveals that the event is participated not only by
women but also men in important positions as well as groups
from neighboring villages.
Jeju Chilmeoridang Yeongdeunggut, Geonip-dong, Jeju-si

A god lives in my neighborhood
Jeju has over 400 Sindang. A Sindang might disappear amidst
the development craze, but every village tends to have a
Sindang, with some having 5 to 6 Sindang at most. A typical
village has several Sindang, from Bonhyangdang, the main
shrine of the village, to Ilrwedang, dedicated to the goddess of
children, and Yeodeuretdang Shrine, a shrine of snake god.
Sindang(神堂, Shrine) is literally the place of gods, the home
of gods. If the gods in Greco-Roman mythology reside far
away, looking down onto the realm of mortals, the gods of Jeju
live in the middle of the village with the people. This is the
reason why the people were able to pray to the gods so easily,
whether in the case of sickness for their children or the loss of
their cow. Sindang is intimately related to the livelihood of the
village. In seaside villages, where many work as fishermen or
Haenyeo, Sindang such as Eobudang Shrine, where fishermen
go to worship, or Jamnyeo-dang Shrine, of the Haenyeo, can
be found. Villages in Jungsangan region worship the Hallasan
Spirit or its son as the Spirit of Bonhyangdang.
A number of Gut takes place in Bonhyangdang each year. The
four major Gut in a year, Singwaseje on January 15th,
Yeongdeunggut in February, Baekjungje in July, and
Simangokdaeje in October are called the Great 4, with large
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Offerings used in Gut are modest. The table sees nothing more
than rice, Dollae Tteok, fish, fruit and soju. The offerings
themselves are placed in a basket: Jijeon, the money used in
underworld; Mulsaek, a symbol of multi-colored clothes; and
Soji, to be burnt with wishes. They are carried to the Gut in
early morning, even before dawn. The participants know the
rite by heart, having seen their parents conducting the rite
countless times. Many in Jeju say that they only feel at peace
once they make a visit to the shrine upon the New Year, and
the gods still reside with these people. The people of the island
had weathered the harsh winds and the history of the island
with these gods.

Yeongdeung Halmang, a Visitor to the ‘Island Surrounded
by Water’
<Seouje Sori>, a folk song of Jeju, is based on the ceremonial
lyrics of Gut. During Yeongdeunggut, this song is still sung
during the part of <Seoksalim>, when gods mingle joyfully
with humans. The lyrics to <Seouje Sori> goes like this: “how
do we live, how do we live, in an island surrounded by water.”
Being in an island surrounded by water, just like the lyrics, the
lives of people in Jeju share a special link with the sea. Jeju’s
earth, so-called ‘floating land’, does not retain moisture well,
making it unsuitable for farming. In such a condition, the sea
becomes naturally a major source of livelihood. Jeju’s tradition
of Gut and mythology unsurprisingly features the sea heavily.
Yeongdeunggut is the foremost example of such a rite.
The worship of Yeongdeung is common to all parts of Korean
peninsula. Treating the Yeongdeung Halmang, the goddess of
wind who arrives every lunar February, is commonly seen as

Jamsugut, Gimnyeong-ri, Gujwa-eup, Jeju-si ⓒ Bong-soon Moon

tantamount to ensuring the success of the harvest for that year.
The people of the land welcomes Yeongdeung on the first day
of lunar February. Women arise early and wash themselves,
and place a bowl of clean water in the kitchen. Afterwards, a
live branch from a pine tree is cut and placed next to the bowl,
draped in five-color strings, and offering such as fruits and
heaps of Tteok. The participants place their prayers, which are
often made in the line of ‘keep our family healthy and
fortunate, and grant good harvest this year’, while burning Soji,
a piece of white paper used for ceremonial purposes.
Yeongdeung worship in peninsula is an individualized affair;
Yeongdeung in Jeju, however, has been passed down as a
communal rite. Chilmeoridang in particular offers Yeongdeung
Welcoming rite (Hwanyeongje) and Yeongdeung Farewell rite
(Songbyeolje) on February 1st and the 14th respectively. The
two rites are good opportunities to experience the Yeongdeung
worship of Jeju firsthand. In villages with significant Haenyeo
population, such as Gimnyeong, a separate Gut is done in the
name of Jamsugut: it is, however, not very different in terms
of content with the Yeongdeunggut.
Eobudang and Haenyeodang, which are attended by fishermen
and Haenyeo respectively, are places where the individuals go
to pray for safety and good harvest at sea. Yeongdeunggut, in
contrast, is a communal rite carried out throughout the entire
island in Bonhyangdang, the center of worship for the village.
Pleasing the wind god, Yeongdeung Halmang, was seen as
crucial in ensuring the safety of both the fishermen and
Haenyeo as well as good harvest. The following is an excerpt
from <Seeding (Ssidrim)>, a part of the Yeongdeunggut. “Let
us go to the plains of the Dragon King and seed. East and west
shall we seed. Let us seed the
abalone and urchin. And we shall
seed the sea mustards as well.“ The
phrase ‘Yowang Neobeundreu’,
translated here as the ‘plains of the
Dragon King’, refers to the mythical
land beneath the ocean ruled by the
Dragon King. In the actual rite, the
fortune of this year’s sea harvest is
told by spreading millet over a mat
spread on the ground. The worship
of Yeongdeung Halmang and the
sea of the Dragon King suggests
that both the sea and the wind were
integral parts of life in Jeju island.
Mythical Flowers
The Jeju myth <Igongbonpuri> is a
myth centered around flowers. The
protagonist, Hallakgungi, arrives at
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the Seocheon Flower Field
after wading through the kneehigh, waist-high, and neckhigh river. At the Seocheon
Field, he meets his father and
the caretaker of the Field, Sara
Doryeong, and obtains a
number of flowers needed to
bring his mother back to life.
The myth prescribes Seocheon
Flower Field with many
different kinds of flowers.
From flowers that raise the
dead and grant prosperity, such
as Life Flower, Prosperity
Flower, and Revival Flower,
flowers such as the Laughing
Flower and Crying Flower can
be found as well as flowers that
deal with death and ruin, such
as the Ruin Blossom and the
Malicious Blossom.
The flowers at the Field
represents the birth, resurrection, and the emotions of humans.
Flowers also represent life and death at shamanistic rites as
well. The Simbang brings the flowers of fate from the
Seocheon Field to the mortal realm through Gut, offering a
new life for the people of the household. These flowers are said
to be nourished with the water from Gwangcheonmot Pond.
The souls of dead children are said to be the ones who bring
the water from the Gwangcheonmot Pont to the Field. Children
who had died before their 15th birthday are said to be sent to
the Seocheon Flower Field. This is the reason why the Gut in
the death of children feature the creation of flower paths as
well as spreading flower over the roads. Seocheon Flower
Field is a place that is only reached by the dead, but
independent from the underworld and the land of the living; it
straddles the boundary between the two, creating new life
while harboring the dead.

Praying on Stones and Roots
Back when I had first started my research on Sindang, I was
full of curiosity. The trees with red and blue clothes appeared
somewhat uncanny at first, and I still remember my sense of
revulsion at the rotting remains of rice and fruit from the
offering. The other surprise that I had was just how many
Sindang remained in Jeju. As time went by, I began to be
impressed by the beautiful vistas offered by Sindang, blending
impeccably with the natural environment of the island. The
final question that had remained unanswered, however, was

Bonhyangdang Gut, Waheul-ri, Jocheon-eup, Jeju-si

‘why do people go to Sindang?’
It was during my visit to Gaegureumbidang, in Gangjeongdong, Seogwipo, that I came across my answer to the question.
I came across an old lady while wandering around, as I had
great trouble finding the Dang at Gaegurumbi. She told me that
Gaegurumbi is now inaccessible due to construction work at
the village, adding that the Dang had been transferred to the
place next to the Dang at Naetgileuiso. I asked her, “why do
you go to Dang?” She told me that even though we have access
to pharmacy and hospitals in the present day, such things were
off limits in the past. The only thing that one could do was to
“pray on the stones and roots.” This answer changed the
outlook I had on the shamanistic tradition of Jeju. I had
progressed from that moment from a curious inquirer from
mainland to a women living in Jeju, and I had recognized my
subconscious wish to find a grand reason for the existence of
the tradition. I had realized, at that point, that the ultimate
function of Sindang was centered around the wisdom required
to eke out a life in an unforgiving island. The words ‘Dolgup
and Nanggup’ in Jeju dialect, translated here as ‘stones and
roots’, means ‘roots of stones and trees.’ It was the quiet
determination of the mother, who could only offer a deep
prayer to the roots for her ailing child, that had raised the
children of the island and supported the difficult life that they
had to face in Jeju.
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Do you know the youth
culture cafe,
‘SaengNEhang?’
Author Mi In Photography Hang-young Choi

It has been three months since the opening of the cafe of dreams for the
teenagers in Jeju.
The cafe, located in 3, Jungang-ro 7-gil, Jeju-si, is named ‘SaengNEHang’;
while the pronunciation is reminiscent of a French word, it is actually a
Korean acronym for the ‘thinking, feeling, and acting teenagers.’
Being the first ‘teenager culture cafe’ in Jeju City, the place now has 9
teenagers organizing the cafe. SaengNEhang, which opened last February,
is sponsored by Neople Inc. and supported by Jeju Chapter of the Community
Chest of Korea The operation of the cafe is undertaken by the corporation
‘Areumdaun Cheongsonyeoni Yeoneun Saesang’ (headed by Eun-taek Go;
literal meaning, World where beautiful teenagers make). The purpose of
the cafe is to offer a place for teenagers to rest and engage in community
activity as well as a solution to adolescent helplessness, systemic support
for adolescent self-help schemes and finally to establish a system of local
community support for the adolescent activities. How do the members find
the cafe, then? Do they feel that something had changed for their life in
the cafe? What, then, had changed? We decided to pay the members of
SaengNEhang a visit.
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“Now, I have a dream.
We have a head-start at life in the society!”
Nam-joo Kim

The members had just returned from a
photography lesson when we made our way to the
cafe one day in spring. Do they feel that
something had changed for their life in the cafe?
What, then, had changed?

“A lot of things had changed for my life. Now, I
have a dream. I only thought of how many hours
I would have to put in, and how much money I
would earn, in my part-time jobs. It was all about
the calculation between time and money. But
now I have a dream because of the cafe. It
changed a lot for me. Now I have curiosity for all
sorts of different things.“ SaengNEhang, in short,
is a workshop of dreams.
Nam-joo (18) is the current class leader of
SaengNEhang. The members began to see things
that they never even thought of as they started
attending the cafe.
Everything had passed through their hands right
from the moment the cafe opened as a teenage
cafe. From the menu to interior decoration,
management, part-time jobs and barista training,
the members did everything together in the
pursuit of their dreams. She began by developing
the menu with the members.
“Since our target customers are teenagers, which
means customers will be eating what we would
have eaten in their place, right? We use quality
ingredients. We all took part in developing the
menu as well. I suggested orange coffee and mint
latte, but both were rejected. Others apparently
didn’t like them as much. I thought they were

Seung-mi Lee

fine.“ Perhaps that is the reason why the members
of SaengNEhang do not take their trips to other
cafes lightly. What items do they offer to the
customers? What new items could we develop?
Would the teenagers like this item? They take the
lessons learned from the cafe to the running of
their own. Furthermore, they now have a different
perspective toward society. “I used to give up by
myself because I felt I would never amount to
much. But now I realize that dropping out of
school means we have a head-start at life in the
society.”
It is yet another big change that the teenagers
found themselves in.

Seung-mi (17) feels the same way. She now
learns and teaches quilting. Is it possible to learn
and teach at the same time? Of course.
SaengNEhang aims toward the ideal of ‘teaching
and learning simultaneously.’ This is because the
students approach the topic differently when they
think of making use of their instruction, as
opposed to simply learning the techniques. They
become immersed in the topic as a result. Seungmi is interested in fashion and interior decoration.
Her eyes already have a glint of sharpness when
she walks into a cafe and takes in the clothes that
others wear, and the items that were used for
decoration. After coming to the cafe, she now has
a dream. She wants to study fashion design, run
her own on-line shopping mall, and do lecture
and consulting work for the teenagers. She wants
to study and be successful as a fashion designer
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A weekly barista lesson for teenagers in SaengNEhang (from the left, Seung-mi Lee, manager Dong-hyo Kang, Nam-joo Kim)

through her on-line shopping mall, and once she is successful
she would turn to lecture and consulting for the teenagers who
are like herself.
Her dream is realistic and ordered, yet idealistic at the same
time. The workshop of dreams, where dreamless children learn
to acquire and realize dreams, SaengNEhang supports the
children in realizing their thoughts into action.

Making our dreams real!
The children confess to a change that they had felt since joining
SaengNEhang. Above all, their dream is made clearer. It is
because they had found different aspects of their self that they
had not known before.
They began to find and act on their dreams by themselves once
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they were set free to reflect on their self.
The Human Library program is designed to support this
process. It is an opportunity to meet a successful role model of
the area that they are interested in, and listen to firsthand
accounts once every two weeks.
Nam-joo still remembers the words that their first mentor, CEO
of the Pizza Baking Dolhareubang, had told them. “I was really
delighted to meet a famous CEO. He asked us, ‘between
something that we like, and something we do well, what would
we choose?’ And he told us to choose what we like. The reason
why grown-ups try to dissuade us from what we like is because
they are jealous of the opportunity, so we should remain
faithful to the things we appreciate truly. How fun and new
that idea sounded!”

1
2

SaengNEhang interior, showing the book cafe and handmade artwork

A lively space to complete the dreams! SaengNEhang!
At the beginning, the cafe has 8 members, who all took part in
the start of the business. The cafe is run by membership with
the minimum of 6 months. Once a person joins the cafe, he or
she goes completes the aptitude training and moves on to
immersion (barista, baking, cooking etc.), humanities and
liberal education (photography, lab, humanities etc.), and getback-to-school track (GED). The members also take part in
various community activities such as the Cafe Planning Group,
which presides over the operation of the cafe, the Advertising
Group, which presides over the advertisement of the cafe, Art
and Cultures Group and others. An open mic session with
fellow teenagers took place in May. After the 6-month
membership, the members can either choose to continue their

1. Grand opening of SaengNEhang on February 1st
2. ‘SaengNEhang Open Mic’ session for teenagers ⓒ Kyung-dae Go

membership in a different track, or move on to advanced
courses (culinary schools) or startup preparations. In August,
the current members of the cafe will move onto the advanced
courses.

Jin-yang Kim, the supervisor of the cafe, says, “we are focused
on helping the children select, plan and achieve their dreams
by their own hands. They make their own choices, like whether
they would apply toward a different program or capitalize on
their training to the next level. Dreamless teenagers wither
away. Our teenagers these days lose their way and their
confidence even before they bloom. We hope to help them
bloom, but by making sure that they bloom of their own
accord. They are, after all, the flower of Jeju’s future.”
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I am a Jeju person, too.
Author Ruben Garcia

I like the
warm welcome that
the people of Jeju and
the island
had given me.

ⓒ Hang-young Choi

Every day, before starting my work, I grab a cup of coffee and

stories. Winter, then, is only the other facet of life in the island.

the sea and cherry blossoms to the warm sunshine.

I cannot stand winter.

feel the breeze on my skin in my yard. I enjoy the spring of

Jeju in the finest moment that it has to offer, from the scent of

From the standpoint of an outlander, Jeju is like a paradise on

earth. A step off the crowded cities offers a change of scene in

the quiet peace of nature. The scenery is straight out of an art

film, transmuting the beauty of the nature into a work of art; it

feels as if an elegant fresco had emerged right in front of my

eyes, filling the blanks with its sublime touch.

The places that I come across on the island each have their own

stories. Just as spring brings back life to the long and dreary

sleep of wintertime, spring also breathes life into the hidden
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I spent my youth in the Mediterranean. Perhaps because of the

warm weather there, I always wait for warm seasons because
What word could I find to describe the spring that I feel?

Perhaps a fresco or a good movie could do. Spring starts with
blooming pink and green. The green (bright, dark yet stark),

which surrounds and envelops us, come across as very

different as time goes by. The color also blends with cyan to

create sepia. This scheme of colors will bring back memories

of Korea, especially Jeju, in my mind. Nothing is mundane in

Jeju, and the uniqueness of the place seems to blend into the

colors of the island, creating utmost beauty. The colors play

“I stop writing for a moment, and see a young boy in his

cannot do without my infatuation with colors. The island is full

did not notice him. He has crept up close to me, and touches

an important part in remembering the island along with the
particular scent that I have come to associate with Jeju, so I

of scent, the scent of a sumptuous food, a scent wafting from

Taekwondo uniform. He was staring at me, hiding behind a
wooden playground, and I continue writing, pretending that I

my beard; he runs off quickly. Is that an expression of

hot asphalt, wildflowers in the breeze, and the scent of the sea

curiosity?“ I was rather surprised by the antics of this child,

euphorically.

French, different from Jeju, is their apathy. I do not personally

peppered with iodine. These scents and smells create perfect
harmony with the colors of the island, and simulate our senses

I am merely an artist, who has nothing to do with ‘making

money.’

I take the motif of my work from my lived experiences. My

works in the past show clearly an attempt to erase my own

existence within the work by substituting a fictional character

in its stead. I am not very well-versed in languages, so the most

but I also felt fear as well. I was born and raised in France, a

place of different culture. The defining characteristic of the

think that there is much substantive difference between people

with different skin color from myself. I want to proclaim that
“I, too, am Korean, a Jeju person!“, but I have moments that

show me that I am indeed different from many of the people

here. It is not a significant concern, however. I think the

curiosity of Koreans toward foreigners is based on something

akin to an open mind toward others, so I find it to be a positive

difficult part of my life in the island is with the language. I try

thing. I like the warm welcome that the people of Jeju and the

own mother language. French has a word that describes the

springtime to the fullest, in the short period between March

to surpass this obstacle by expressing myself through a
different mode of communication on the stage, or write in my

critical and confrontational temperament of the French people,

island had given me.

That is the reason why I wish to enjoy the beauty of the
and April, blooming like cherry blossoms. After this period,

‘Chauvin.’ I am a typical French in that regard, who cannot

spring will make way for summer to come. It is necessary that

Korea because of this temperament. Jeju has become a very

Now, I must work. Before that, I shall stride out of my house

keep his mouth shut upon seeing injustice. I like Korea, but I

often voice out the injustice that I come across in my life in

important subject for me because I am used to writing and

expressing stories that are tragic, and emotional.

But the emotion that I had felt when I first arrived here, I have

yet to translate into my own work.

The shadow in the eyes of the old in the island is a common

denominator that people who had struggled through dark times

I remain true to the joy that my surroundings and the

springtime has to offer.

into my lawn, with a cup of coffee in my hand. I take a sip of

coffee at the moment of euphoria, the scent of the sea and the

cherry blossoms and the warm sunshine of the morning. I will
take in everything that spring has to offer.

and difficulties share. I am often surprised by the children as I

sit down on the park bench and work on my old notebook. The

surprise I feel by children stands in contrast to the mixture of

beauty and sadness that pervades the island.

Ruben Garcia, actor. Living a humble life in ‘Jeju’, in love with
‘Jeju woman’ A member of multinational performance group
‘Salgoce’, he is also the art director of the performing art
center ‘Art Scenic.’
* Translated from French
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Villages of Jeju
Villages of Jeju are characterized by strong communal ties.
We meet the people who live and breathe in the fragrant tradition of love,
a blooming village like the spring.
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Adding Time to the Scent of Canola Flowers:
Gasi-ri, Pyoseon-myeon
Author Sun-ah Lee Photography Il-sup Yi

Has it stolen the light from the sun? Like a yellow yolk running
from an egg, the yellow waves flicker past the cheeks.

Gasi(加時) literally means ‘adding time.’ Gasi-ri, in that sense, means the
‘village that adds the time.’ It is like a beautiful painting. How did the village

end up with such a name?

The meaning of the name Gasi offers us the understanding of the subtitle

‘Adding Time to the Scent of Canola Flowers’, the 34th Canola Festival of

Jeju that was held on 9th and 10th of April.

The festival grounds in Gasi-ri, Pyoseon-myeon were awash in yellow

waves, the brilliant light from the nature captivating the hearts of the visitors.

As Gasi-ri is slated to become the sole venue of the Canola Flower Festival,
it now stands at the forefront of bringing springtime to Jeju. It has been 10

years since the area near Noksan-ro was planted with canola and cherry
trees.
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Gasi-ri Noksan-ro ⓒ Jae-young Choi
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Gasi-ri hosts 6 separate communities, dispersed over the area, but the
continuance of livestock and agriculture business gives the village the rural
scenery typical of Jungsangan area as well.
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Gasi-ri village, taking up 42% of Pyoseon-myeon in
Seogwipo, was traditionally a pastoral village that made use
of the abundant land around the village. Because Gasi-ri was
optimal in raising horses, Gasi-ri hosted the largest
Sanmajang (a horse farm) in Jeju, ‘Noksanjang’, and the
place where only the best horses were grown, ‘Gapmajang.’
After the end of Sanmajang culture at late Joseon period,
pastoral business in the village declined as well. Despite
being a historic village of 600 years, Gasi-ri fared only
marginally better than the villages in the deep mountain areas
only 30 to 40 years ago. With the successes in agriculture,
however, better conditions in life brought the attention of the
people toward recreation and culture.
The ‘New Cultural Space Project’, which was started 7 years
ago, brought Jeju Horse Park and Cultural Center to the
village as well as artist residencies in which artists could live
and work in. These projects changed the perception of the
village to the outlanders.
The village had become a model village of active culture and
arts. Gasi-ri’s success was renowned throughout the nation,
with 150 teams coming to Gasi-ri to observe its success. The
village saw plenty of internal change as well. The hospitality
of the village complemented the cultural immigrants and
returning farmers who decided to make the wide plains of
Gasi-ri their home. The newcomers brought expertise,
kicking off community activities such as dancing, musical
instruments, and Nanta performances, and these communities
are building up their experience and skill through year-end
festival performances, even venturing to neighboring
villages. The village is continuing to provide means of
communication, creating resident culture space ‘Design
Cafe’ in which the residents can exhibit or sell their works;
the village is also continuing its efforts to bridge the
differences in opinion that may arise over the course of such
ventures.
The village hosts 6 separate communities, dispersed over the
area, but the continuance of livestock and agriculture
business gives the village the rural scenery typical of
Jungsangan area as well.
The village has 13 Oreums, including the ‘queen of Oreum’,
Ttarabi Oreum, as well as Keunsaseumi Oreum and Bulgeun
Oreum; but what is more valuable than the natural resources,
it seems, is the generous heart of the villagers who proudly
claim that they can be happy together, offering everything
they have to the visitors.

Cholbeungap Horse farm and Keunsaseumi Oreum area, as seen from Ttarabi Oreum ⓒ Soo-yeon Ko
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Kyung-woon Jung, the foreman of Gasi-ri Village Association

Kyung-woon Jung, the foreman of Gasi-ri Village
Association.

Noksan-ro near Jeju Horse Park features open-air art exhibits under the theme of horses.

You know, our village is the only place where
you can find cherry flowers and canola at the same place.

The beaming face of Mr. Jung spoke of
his quiet pride at his village. Many things
changed over the last few decades.
During his childhood, life was difficult,
but manageable. The whole village was
his playground, digging up mountain ash
roots and catching centipedes.
Electricity came to the village only when
Mr. Jung was in his 5th year in his
primary school: He still remembers the
sense of wonder he had felt at that time.
Cars eventually replaced livestock and
carriages for transportation, and this
changed the village significantly as well.
“It is true that our lives became much
more comfortable, yes, but I sometimes
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miss the life we had, coming together
every day and sharing food.“ He
sometimes thought of moving out in the
30 years that had passed since his
marriage. But the reason why he feels
that ‘it was right to stay’ is because Gasiri is no longer an isolated backwater
village, but rather a lively village of
culture and art. He told me that grownups used to tell the children that they
should ‘study hard so that you can move
into the cities and live comfortably.’ But
as we no longer have people who starve
in the villages, it is enough to say ‘live
as you wish to live, and do what you
wish to do for a living’ to the children.

The village had a lot of turning points in
the past as well.
The village turned away the suggestion
to develop the site into a golf course, and
now the village hosts a Wind Farm
Complex to create renewable energy. He
had also made a field trip to another
canola flower festival, and he concluded
that the festival in Gasi-ri should
capitalize on the character of Gasi-ri
while taking in the good things from
other festivals. He wishes not to rest
content after the job well done, but
rather to focus on creating a unique
culture and environment that only Gasiri can offer.

Canola Flower Plaza
464-65, Noksan-ro, Pyoseon-myeon, Seogwipo (Gasi-ri)
064.787.1665
The Canola Flower Plaza is a facility run by the village,
and offers visitors information regarding local sights.

Jokeunsaseumi Oreum
1

Keunsaseumi Oreum
Jeongseok
Aviation
Pavillion

Cholbeungapmajang-gil

Wind Farm
Complex
Ttarabi Oreum
➋

Jeju Horse Park
The Jeju Horse Park was
established on the former site
of Gapmajang, the state horse
farm of Joseon period.
It contains a museum of
pastoral culture and history of
Jeju, the first village museum in
the nation that was established
solely by the village.

Henggimeoche

No

ks

an

➊
Canola Flower Plaza
-r

2
Ttarabi Oreum

o

Ttarabi Oreum, or the
‘Queen of Oreum’, has three
craters joined by six peaks.

Jeju Horse Park
(Museum) ➌

Gasi-ri
Junction
Gasi-ri
Culture Center
3

Jayeon Sarang
Gallery

Namokdo
Restaurant
Village Information
Center & Gasi-ri
Office
Gasi
Restaurant
4
Gasi-ri Creativity Support Center
The Creativity Support Center,
established as a resident space of
artists, was opened on August 2010.
It hosts and provides support for the
activities of the resident artists as well
as supporting art education in the
village.

Creativity
Support
Center ➍

Myungmoon Sageori
Restaurant

Design Cafe
Gasereum
Restaurant

It is the most important goal for him, after all, to save Gasi-ri’s legacy as the member of the village. Just like the
wide plains that surround the village, the village has welcomed immigrants and returning farmers with open arms,
creating cultural products through specialized programs and building the foundations for the village to host the
festival on its own.
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Villages of Dombaksuwol (Camellia Grove):
Wimi-ri, Namwon-eup and Sinheung-2(i)ri
Author Soo-yeon Ko Photography Kyu-chel Lee

Camellias, flushed red by the kiss of the sun and dropping to the
ground after the last breath of life.

Wimi-ri Camellia Forest of Mrs. Maeng-chun Hyun

Wimi-ri is famous for its seafood from Wimi-ri harbor and the orange, being
also known as the village starting and ending in oranges. The village is also
known for the natural camellia colony. Mrs. Maeng-chun Hyun, who had

married into the village, began planting camellia seeds in the fallow lands

near the sea to serve as windbreaker. The seeds grew over the years into a

camellia colony (39th Provincial Monument of Jeju), a famous forest that
draws a lot of visitors. Camellia flowers are unassuming, yet elegant,

capable of both the delicate beauty on the branch but also when they fall
down and make natural red carpet on the ground.

The village hosts a welcoming event for the New Year on January 1st, and

on lunar January 2nd the village hosts Mamaegidanggut, a communal rite

of Wimi-ri that brings together with snacks such as Dolae Ttoek or bread

the villagers involving ceremonies and fortune telling.
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The story of Mrs.
Hyun, or the ‘camellia granny’,
can be read in the story ‘Beoduk Halmang
Dombaksuwol’ (Beoduk meaning wasteland,
Halmang meaning granny, Dombaksuwol meaning
camellia forest in Jeju dialect).
The 1st story in the series ‘Historical Fiction Children’s
Story’, ‘Beoduk Halmang Dombaksuwol’ is the story
that embodies the life of women in Jeju; she who
ventured far and wide for the camellia seeds,
she who loved a foster brother who had been left
on their doorstep, she who embodied ‘Jung’,
the sincere love toward everyone around us,
and who created the camellia colony that
made her famous long after her death.
It depicts such themes through the life of a Jamnyeo
(Haenyeo) in Jeju, who had been battered by the
currents of time but surpassed her own sadness in
forming the camellia forests. Perhaps the story is
more relatable to those who are older, perhaps the
beautiful forest can be revisited
after reading the story.

Camellia colonies: The area around 15, Wimijungang-ro 300beon-gil, Namwoneup, Seogwipo-si
Camellia colony in Wimi-ri
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Sinheung-2(i)ri, in Namwon-eup, is a small Jungsangan

village with 500 residents. The clan grounds of Gwangsan
Kim clan, it planted 300 camellia trees for the descendents

to mark the 300th anniversary of the village’s founding in
2007. It was the first project of the ‘camellia village’,

established as a part of the memorial project for the village.

The village has over time developed into a true ‘camellia
village’ as the residents took part eagerly in the project.

A camellia forest stands in the center of the village. Gigantic

camellia trees, nearly 50 in number, stand next to other local

trees like Hackberry, Neolitsea, Japanese cinnamon and

orange trees in a way reminiscent of Gotjawal. The forest has

been designated as the 27th Provincial Monument of Jeju,

with the village organization ‘Jeju Dongbaekgojang
Conservation Society’ providing support to habitat by

removing deadwood and maintaining the surrounding areas.

While camellias were commonplace in the past, the amount
of oil that could be extracted from the fruit was sparse; this

scarcity led to the oil being used in women’s hair or for

medicinal purposes as a treatment of asthma or ear disease.

The village has initiated a joint project to establish the

Camellia Mill in 2008, producing natural oil and edible oil
in the traditional way. The oil’s efficacy in atopy and asthma

as well as anti-inflammatory properties and moisturizing led

to its popularity and the surge in inquiry as a result. The fruit

ⓒ Jae-young Choi

used to extract the oil is hand-picked, with nearly 6,613

pounds of fruit being picked for oil, but the scarcity of the

oil remained the same with only one or two bottles of oil
being yielded in a single tree.

The village has also affiliated itself with the Korea District
Heating Corporation for 5 years since 2008, planting 3,000

camellia trees in the surrounding areas. AmorePacific, which

buys camellia products from the village, has also joined in
planting trees around the village as well. The trees are raised

with natural repellants, and the harvest of the fruit takes place

in a communal effort involving the villagers. The villagers

foresaw 300 years into the future in creating the camellia

500 residents make their home in this Jungsangan village. The village is home to
a camellia forest in the center, with Japanese White-eyes coming each year to
visit the trees.
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village; their efforts seem to be destined for greatness, like

the majestic camellia trees that adorn the village.

Sinheung-2(i)ri Camellia Forest (colony)
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Dong-jung Oh, the president of
Jeju Dongbaekgojang Conservation Society in Sinheung-2(i)ri

Dong-jung Oh

Camellia oil and edible oil, produced through traditional
method from Jeju camellia

“Camellia oil takes a lot of effort.
The fruit must be scrubbed vigorously for more than five times,
so it takes much more than fidelity to supply that kind of effort.”
We visited the Camellia Mill after
making our way into the town. The mill
was full of tubs filled to brim with
camellia fruit. President Dong-jung Oh
of the Jeju Dongbaekgojang Conservation
Society was sorting through the fruit
with deft but firm touch. It’s apparent in
a glance that he has years of experience
to back up his actions.
The taste, fragrance and the composition
of camellia oil changes drastically by the
roasting time of the fruit; Mr. Oh told us
that the village has reached the fine line
of optimal condition for the fruit.
Camellia oil is easier to store than other
oil because it oxidizes slowly, but it is at
its best when eaten early.
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Camellia blossoms fall down by late
April, and we found the majestic visage
of the evergreen tree to be quite striking.
The village field grounds, lined again
with camellias, can be seen as one
approaches the camellia forest from the
visitor center.
Jeju Dongbaekgojang Conservation
Society. ‘Gojang’ means ‘flower’ in Jeju
dialect. The Society is an official
organization formed by the village to
seek out and develop the camellias into
a village resource. As ‘Gojang’ also
means ‘village’ in ‘village’ in Korean
‘Dong-baekgojang’ means both the
camellia village and the camellia flower.
“We had 3 years of funding when we

started, but now we’ve stabilized to the
point that we have achieved complete
financial independence: we even provide
village development funds to the village
now.” Mr. Oh told us that all was not
well in the first attempt. The first attempt
to grow camellias in the plant nursery
with 50 villagers ended in failure due to
lack of experience. Another attempt in
2008 ended in success, setting up a
proper plant nursery.
The view of camellias from afar is
beautiful on its own right, but the
camellias that stand next to the villagers,
sharing the details of their life, are also
yet another beauty to be found in the
village.

Camellia Village webpage:
www.jejudongbaektown.com
Sinheung-2(i)ri Sports Park
There is a sports park on the way from
the Visitor Center to the camellia forest.
The park is surrounded with the
camellia trees that were planted as a
part of affiliate project with Korea
District Heating Corporation.
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Visitor Center
➊
Sinheung-2(i)ri
Sports Park

Sinheung-2(i)ri
Office

Namwon
Agricultural
Cooperative

➋
Camellia
forest
(colony)

Visitor Center
The Visitor Center offers lodging on the 2nd
floor as well as camellia oil from the village.
It also offers camellia craft, camellia food
(bibimbap, rice ball) and camellia soap making
programs upon reservation.
22-1, Hansin-ro 531beon-gil, Seogwipo-si
064.764.8756

Sinheung-2(i)ri
fork

Sinheungcheon
Stream

➌
Camellia Mill

Camellia forest (colony)
The forest is home to other local trees like
bamboo, Neolitsea, Japanese cinnamon,
orange trees and three Hackberry trees that
were designated as nurse trees. The forest itself
is small, but is perfect for a stroll as wooden
platforms are installed within the forest.

3

Camellia Mill

2

The Mill, a joint project of the village, has a
complete production line for camellia oil including
refinery and low-temperature storage.
It produces camellia oil and edible camellia oil.
The oil can be purchased in the Visitor Center or by
village webpage.
Raw camellia oil KRW 18,000 per 60ml bottle,
edible oil set (160ml x 3 bottles) KRW 42,000

Sinheung-2(i)ri, the clan grounds of Gwangsan Kim clan, planted 300 camellia trees for the descendents to mark
the 300th anniversary of the village’s founding in 2007. The village is now renowned for camellias, a reward for the
effort it had placed in growing them.
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Reborn in the Scent of Herbs,
Sehwa-3(sma)ri, Pyoseon-myeon
Author Seong-ji Jung Photography Han-koo Lee

A quiet rural village has taken the first
step toward a fragrant future.

Sehwa-3(sam)ri in Pyoseon-myeon is a highly anticipated up-and-coming herb

village. The village, located east of Seogwipo, can be reached with an hour-long
drive along the Beonyeong-ro, a road that starts from the airport and goes across

the island.

Most of the villagers in Sehwa-3(sam)ri, the smallest village in Pyoseon-myeon

with only 150 residents, are orange farmers. Despite its size, the village is busy all
year long with oranges being picked throughout the year except for about 3 months

in the middle. The village is also distinguished by its diligence, having paid the

taxes in time in 9 consecutive years since 2006. Perhaps it is also the reason why
many of the villagers live long, being selected as one of the long-living villages.

One is, however, greeted by the sweet scent of herbs upon visiting the village. One
then finds the violet flowers on green stems, like the feather of a peacock; lavender

and rosemary, the queen of herbs. Village youth organization had started planting

these herbs 10 years ago. The herbs since then have settled into a position of

distinction in the village. Being a hardy plant, rosemary blended in with orange

trees and batdam (stone wall for field) to create patches of sweet smells around the
approach. Some unscrupulous visitors have even stolen entire trees.
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The approach to Sehwa-3(sam)ri, adorned with lavender
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A small village of 150 people, most of them orange farmers. The violet flowers
wrap the village in the bliss of springtime; visitors cannot help but be enticed by
the captivating scent of the herbs.
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The herbs were planted from an effort to clean up the streets
from litter. The village youth organization, placing their trust
in the decency of the villagers, started to plant patches of
herbs next to the road instead of warning signs. Their trust
paid off, as the litter on the street disappeared noticeably after
the herbs were planted. Lavenders and rosemary trees
fostered under the care of villagers, enveloping the village
in a sweet scent all year round. Now, the villagers faced
another choice: the choice on how to make use of the herbs,
which were close to overflowing. Jeju Olle Corporation,
upon hearing this dilemma, joined in on the solution to
Sehwa-3(sam)ri’s problem by selecting Sehwa-3(sam)ri as
the recipient of the ‘Killer Content Development and
Operation Support and Localized Art Marketing Project’, a
project under the ‘Olle Trail Community Happiness
Program.’ The herbs, after all, had all the qualification of
excellence, being grown with care and nourished on the clean
water and wind of the island. The village and Jeju Olle came
together to come up with ways to make use of the herbs,
planning and developing methods to extract the oil to be used
in Ganse Dolls and aromatherapy candles. Rosemary, one of
the herbs used in the oil, is often planted with lavender to
keep out the insects; it is one of the more familiar herbs by
the virtue of its refreshing scent, which has a number of
therapeutic qualities. Rosemary alleviates stress, while
lavender is used to alleviate insomnia, tension, and also to
remove the gamey scent in cooking. The manufacture of herb
oil is actually not a simple affair. Because the amount of oil
that can be extracted is quite small, the procedure requires
continuous effort throughout the day.
Sehwa-3(sam)ri came up with aromatherapy candles from
the effort of the village youth organization and the herbs that
were planted by the organization. It is a highly anticipated
project that can add another source of income for the village,
which relies heavily on orange farming. The entire village
pitches in on the effort to tend to the herbs, collect empty
bottles, extract the oil and manufacture the candles, with the
efforts being led by the village youth organization. Empty
bottles will be put to use in a hands-on demonstration
program for candles.
It has been a year since the candles were put on the market
under the name ‘Remembering the Scent of Jeju’: while there
were setbacks and difficulties, the diligence of the villagers
is starting to pay off. Sehwa-3(sam)ri is a small village. A
small village where beautiful scenery and warm touches
come together to grow herbs. Perhaps that is the reason why
we look toward the future of the village with anticipation.
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Chairman Sung-wan Kim
of Sehwa-3(sam)ri Village Development Committee

Aromatherapy candles produced by Sehwa-3(sam)ri, ‘Remembering the Scent of Jeju’

Sung-wan Kim

The herbs were planted by chance,
but they have become the pride of our village.

Residents of Sehwa-3(sam)ri cannot
help but discuss the herbs and
aromatherapy candles whenever they
meet up. Sung-wan Kim, who had
worked more than any other to realize
the project, is at the center of the
phenomenon. “The herbs were planted
by chance, there were a lot of litter by
the road, and the grass were growing
haphazardly around the road... The herbs
are now the pride of our village, beyond
our wildest dreams.
I mean, it’s difficult for them to grow so
well into these trees, but they stand the
cold well too. They are a blessing.” The
herbs flourish along the 4-4.5 miles long
path along the village from the approach.
Rosemary is beautiful on its own, with
blue leaves, but the flowers reach their
zenith on March and April.
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Lavenders bloom on May.
“The herbs grow so well that we once
had a drainage problem in the roadside.
There were a lot of setbacks and we had
a lot of difficulty in running the plant
nursery as well. Since most of the
villagers grow oranges, it was difficult
to find time for herbs as well, but after
10 years I feel that we are at least out of
the initial stage. “The herbs now have
become an important resource for
Sehwa-3(sam)ri, creating a new source
of income through the village project.
Many have expressed their doubts at
first. Mr. Kim still has moments of doubt
on the feasibility of the project, but the
past 6 months of creating test products
and smoothening out the wrinkles in the
planning granted the trust of villagers
and a new defining characteristic of the

small village of Sehwa-3(sam)ri.
“I am happy that our village has become
famous through the aroma candles. It’s
a part-time job at the moment, but who
knows? In future it may very well be a
new source of job for the village. I
intend to see to it that it does. “He told
us that ‘manpower’ is what the
organization needs at the moment.
“We still have shortages in people, who
could grow the herbs, distribute the
herbs, and divide the herbs. We want to
have village guides and set up photo
zones too. But we have a history of
steady effort, and it got us this far. I’m
confident that we can satisfy the wishes
of everyone if we do things together,
without hurrying along.” The people of
Sehwa-3(sam)ri hold on to their dreams,
fueled by herbs, for the right moment.

Ingredients of the aromatherapy candle

Jeju Herb Hill

The empty bottles are collected by the village
Shimpang (shelter), and are cut and washed.
The ingredients, such as dried herbs, sand, seashells,
pebbles, and dried orange chips are all picked from
the sea or dried except for sand.

Village wall painting

Sehwa-3(sam)ri
Office

Grass plaza
Gangwat Shimpang

Suryeong 10-year
Herb Approach

Gangwat (Herb) Shimpang
The village offers candle-making activity for small groups (6 to 20).
The candles are sold by the Jeju Olle Corporation and nearby cafes as well as online webpages.
168, Sehwa-ro, Pyoseon-myeon, Seogwipo-si
064.787.1504

The Sea of Jeju, Candle Decoration
The rough hands of farmers have been transformed into
delicate hands, fit for decorating candles.

The band of five from the village youth organization that leads the effort to become the ‘herb village’ has become
closer than blood relatives, earning the nickname ‘The Big Five.’
The five children who take on the role of producing candles with gusto have also become ‘The Small Five.’ Taken
together, the two bands signify the happy future of Sehwa-3(sam)ri.
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Linking the Time - Woljeongri Beach
Photography Jae-cheol Seo

1990s

60

2016

Woljeongri in Gujwa-eup was a sleepy fishing village, even back in 1990s. The name Woljeong comes
from the shape of the village at night, which reminded people of a crescent moon when one ventures
out to sea on a Teu boat. The village is no longer reminiscent of Hanmosal (meaning ‘a lot of sand’ in
Jeju dialect), complete with thatched roofs, stone fences and Teu, but the village had always been a
beautiful place with the beach and the sea. The old name of Woljeong, ‘Hanmosal’, means ‘big and wide
sand plain.’ The sea glitters with the color of jade upon the white sand. Woljeong-ri eventually became
the cafe street of today after cafes and lodges joined one another along the coastal road.
Photographer Jae-cheol Seo was born in 1947 in Jeju. He worked as the director of photography division at Jeju
Sinmun (currently Jeju Ilbo, Jeju newspaper) and the director of the editorial board at Jemin Ilbo, and is now the
president of the Jeju Museum Association and the director of the Jayeon Sarang Art Museum.
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Bounty of Spring: Mom(Chammojaban),
Canola, Fernbrake
Author So-yeon Park (President of Haengbokhan Yori Nongbu Association) Photography Il-sup Yi
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Mom, fernbrake and canola. These three are simply

A breeze in late March brings the scent of canola to

inseparable from ‘spring in Jeju.’ From the fernbrake,

life. Canola is a great addition to the table in early

flowers and leaves, springtime in Jeju has much to

like other spring vegetables: they can be boiled and

see how it looks like when fresh. Springtime is the only

Gatkimchi, a jolt of taste to kick-start the appetite. I

known as ‘the beef of the mountains’, mom, or the
‘flower of the sea’, and canola, versatile in seeds,

offer.

Fernbrake is almost always dried, so it is difficult to

season where fernbrake can be eaten fresh, prior to
drying.

The chewy texture and rich flavor of the fernbrake is

not limited to Jeju, but Jeju fernbrake is plump yet soft

spring, when the vegetables are not yet fully out of

hibernation from winter. Canola stems are not bitter
tossed with seasoning as a quick-and-easy side dish.

The sweet and tart taste of canola is reminiscent of

have sought to capture these characteristics of canola
by pureeing the canola leaves to come up with a sauce.

I try to sample the ingredients in their natural state

before coming up with a recipe to understand and feel

and delicate, and is often considered one of the best.

the character of the ingredients. This process is perhaps

volcanic earth of the island. Dedicated fernbrake

rather to find a complimentary pair for the

The fernbrake in Jeju has a different flavor from the
mainland, perhaps because of the sea breeze and the

pickers often lose their sleeps, wandering the forest in

the early morning for the joy of finding fernbrake. Can
you hear the sound of spring in the forest, the sound of

fernbrake picking? Mom soup is the number one
remedy to the sicknesses posed by the change in

the most intimate way to engage with the ingredients.

It is not so much an attempt to fill in the blanks, but
characteristics of the ingredients.

I decided to add a savory palate to the sweet-and-tart
canola. Blending the peanut and sesame seeds into the

sauce will cover the tartness of canola to bring out the
delicate undertones. The sauce is not a cooked one, so

season. I also enjoy Mom soup to bolster my health for

I used it in a pasta salad to maximize the sense of

anchovies) is a surefire way to restore warmth and life

is more on the potent side in flavor profile. You could

the new season as well. A spoonful of hot Mom soup

with Cheongyang chili pepper in Meljeot (salted
on a dreary day. Now I eat Mom soup with chili pepper

when I catch a cold, instead of the beanstalk soup with

vitality that spring cooking can offer. Plum tomatoes

were used to balance out the flavor, as the canola sauce
substitute boiled potatoes in the place of pasta.

I hope this opportunity offers yet another chance to

pepper flakes. Mom can also be dried and enjoyed

engage with the springtime in Jeju, and bring out the

both the fernbrake and Mom at home.

and seas of Jeju with fernbrake, Mom, and canola.

throughout the year, but the Mom in springtime is just

that better. I have come up with an easy recipe to use

It is ‘fernbrake Mom curry’, using fernbrake in the

place of meat and Mom to add spice to the broth. I hope

you try out the recipe with your family on weekends,

and experience the flavor of Jeju that I had sought to

capture in it.

delicate facets that only a deep engagement with nature
can offer. I invite you on a trip to the mountains, plains

So-yeon Park is a cook dedicated to local food movement, using local
ingredients to modernize the traditional recipes and fusion cuisine. She
actively creates and disseminates recipes that contain stories related to
the ingredients and the culture of the area.
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Fragrant fernbrake and Mom curry
Required ingredients: Fernbrake, Mom, potato, carrot, onion, curry powder
Optional ingredients: Beet, 1/2 spoon butter, 1/2 spoon ground ginger
Directions
1. Shred the boiled fernbrake and simmer in hot water, until the stem separates along the grain.
2. Shred the vegetables into thin strips while the fernbrake is cooking. Dissolve the curry powder in water.
3. Brown the onions in a frying pan, and add to the fernbrake with Mom.
4. Sauté the vegetables for a short while in the pan, and once the fernbrake separate along the grain, add to the pot with curry powder.
5. Add butter and ginger (optional)
6. Season to taste with curry powder.
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Savory pasta salad with canola sauce
Required ingredients: Canola, 4 Tbs sesame seeds, minced garlic, salad oil, pasta, plum tomato, salt and pepper for
seasoning, 1/2 cup nuts
Optional ingredients: Ground peanuts, parmesan cheese (block or powdered), vegetables such as bell peppers
Directions
1. Fill a large skillet halfway with water, salt the water well, and boil the pasta.
2. While the pasta is boiling, puree the canola, sesame seed, minced garlic, and nuts in food processor. Adjust the consistency
with oil, and salt to taste.
3. Cook pasta according to package instruction, wash in cold water and drain.
4. Toss the pasta with halved plum tomatoes and the sauce.
5. Sprinkle with grated parmesan and pepper. Ground peanuts or black sesame seeds may also be added at this stage.
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Discovering Jeju on Foot
The activity of walking leaves its mark everywhere, yet does not stay anywhere.
From the Philosopher’s Walk to the Walk of Life, walking connects us through the old roads and paths,
walking trails and alleyways, connecting past, present and future.
Roads stop the time and keep the space in place.
We walk along the old and forgotten roads to meet these forgotten days and places.
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Wondosim, the Old City Center,
in the Intersection Between Past and Present
We meet the old city center, flowering once again with art and
culture amid the marks of history and life.
Author Joon-seok Lee (Island TV Ltd. Program Director) Photography Hang-young Choi

●

Gwandeok-ro
Joongang-ro
Dongmun-ro

Jeju has seen an increase in immigrants in the last 4 years. Many of those
who come to the island are cultural immigrants, on the self-styled cultural
exile. This means that many of the newcomers to the island are artists,
and many more have an affinity for art and culture. The newcomers have
joined the struggling local artists to create a Renaissance of art and
culture in the island. The old city center was the place for avant-garde
art in the 1970s. Many of the shopfronts in the old city center has been
tarnished into dilapidated shadows of its former glory, but it was once a
place of art and culture like the Hongdae area in Seoul. Some have
stepped up to recreate that memory. Galleries have appeared in hotels,
film festivals are being held, and the old walls are being painted anew
in works of art. With a connection being established between the culture
of the island and its people, the old city center is being filled anew with
new folds that are reminiscent of the old engravings that had long since
faded away.
Alleyway tours and architecture heritages from modernity
The old city center area in Jeju, situated within the Jeju Fortress area,
encompasses 4 districts of Ildo-1(il)dong, Geonip-dong, Samdo-2(i)dong,
and Ido-1(il)dong; while the area was home to many institutions like Jeju
Provincial Office and Office of Education as well as the Jeju Police building
with numerous commercial, financial and educational institutions, the
expansion of the city center area began to demarcate the old city center
area from the new city center. Old city center area boasts historic
buildings, ranging from Joseon period to Forced Occupation period,
recounting the historic memory of Jeju from years past.
The oldest building in Jeju, Gwandeokjeong Pavilion
We embarked on our tour of the old city center in Gwandeokjeong
Pavilion, the living embodiment of history of the Jeju Fortress. It was
constructed on 1448 (30th year of King Sejong) by the order of the
magistrate Sook-cheong Shin to serve as training grounds for the soldiers.
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Gwandeokjeong, the 322nd Treasure of Korea, is an everlasting witness
to the history of the island and the lives of islanders, befitting its history.
We came across a mural, blurred over the passage of time, as we made
our way into the pavilion. The seven-piece mural is the oldest of its kind
in Jeju, and is considered a fine example of artistic virtuosity of Joseon
period. It is definitely a hidden treasure that should not be missed. Jeju
Mokgwana, 380th Historic Site of Korea, was the administrative office of
Jeju Mok, the administrative region over Jeju area. It is akin to a city hall
or the provincial office in today’s terms. The buildings have been repaired
and expanded over the Joseon period only to be razed over the course of
the Japanese Forced Occupation, with only the Gwandeokjeong Pavilion
being left standing. Archaeological investigation of the site began in
1991, with restoration work starting in 1999 restoring the site in its
former glory in 2002.
The way to Jeju fortress, a thousand-year journey through time
The alleyways across Gwandeokjeong Pavilion retain the deep sense of
history from the past. The streets still bear the form of the alleyways from
Joseon period, such as Iatgol, Hanjitgol, and Chilseonggol. Walking along
this path, one can find the Art and Culture District, formed around Samdo2(i)dong community service center and the Jeju Art and Culture Center
(tentative name; in the former site of Jeju University Hospital). This area
is home to numerous workshops that bond together for the purpose of
communication, sharing and sustainable lifestyle for the artists. The
district is reminiscent of the former reputation of Hanjitgol, where cafes
stand next to workshops and artists mingle with others, working together
and sharing the space. Hyangsadang Shrine, a building from the Joseon
period, stands across the community service center. The 6th Tangible
Cultural Heritage of Jeju, the building was used as a club for the local
dignitaries, practicing archery, discussing local affairs and holding
banquets. Samdo-dong’s Park Residence, a traditional thatched house, is
right nearby. An example of a traditional thatched house, it has been
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1. Jeju Mokgwana, 380th Historic Site of Korea The administrative center of Jeju, a tunnel of wind connecting the past and present
2. Park Residence in Samdo-dong, a 200-year old example of traditional thatched house
3. Gwandeokjeong Pavilion, 322nd Treasure of Korea The foremost pavilion of Jeju, built in the spirit of harmony between mind and body
4. Hyangsadang Shrine, a club for gentlemen to gather every spring and fall, discussing local issues and sharing an archery contest.
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preserved impeccably for the last 200 years. The house still has the
dismounting stone (Hamaseok), which was used as a foothold in
dismounting horses.
One can find the partially-restored site of Jeju Fortress as one walks
across the Nammun Rotary. The fortress had been constructed around
the old city center, protecting the Jeju Mokgwana area and the
surrounding districts from invasion. The fortress was torn down by
Imperial Japan between 1925 and 1928, the stones being used to pave
the seabed in the development of Jeju harbor. The fortress is set to be
restored to its former glory by 2023. Going downhill from the site leads
to Gyulim Seowon Confucian Academy and Ohyeondan Altar Site as well
as Jangsudang Shrine and Hyanghyeonsa Shrine. Ohyeondan Altar Site
was a shrine dedicated to the five local dignitaries who were either exiled
to Jeju, or appointed as the military commander of Jeju, and who all
contributed significantly to the development of the region. Only a faint
reminder of the site marks the former site of the shrine. Passing through
the Jeju Fortress site, one can find the lively Dongmun Market on the left,
and Jeigak Pavillion across the street on the right. Jeigak Pavillion was a
tower that was built in 1599 (32nd year of King Seonjo) by Yoon-moon
Sung, the magistrate of Jeju, in order to provide early warning against
foreign invasion; its former site was discovered in 2013 during the
restoration work on Jeju Fortress, and was completely restored on
December 2015. The stone warehouse next to the Jeigak Pavillion is
named ‘old Ohyeon High School stone house’, but it is empty at the
present moment.
Alleyways of Dongmun Market, full of memories and good food
Dongmun Market, which is halved by the Sanjicheon, is the first
permanent market in Jeju, established in 1945. The market complex is
divided into three areas according to the products sold; Dongmun Fish
Market, Dongmun Public Market, and Dongmun Traditional Market. The
complex as a whole is linked together with alleyways crisscrossing the
entire span of the market, with many stalls selling seafood, meat, fruit,
local produce, oil, beauty products and souvenirs. It is a recommended
destination for tourists to take in a slice of life in Jeju, complete with
great food. The food selection in the market includes local specialties
like sundae, buckwheat noodles with pheasant, Melguk, abalone/Jari
bream/cuttlefish mulhoe, red tilefish soup, Mom soup, Jeju specialty
Bingddeok, Omegi Tteok and Modakchigi (combining egg, dumplings,
Gimbap and fish cakes in a soupy Tteokbokki). One can also settle for live
fish to take to a nearby restaurant, which prepares it after accepting a
small fee. Bingddeok and snacks tend to be the two most popular stalls
in the market. Bingddeok, combining radish slivers wrapped in buckwheat
Tteok, is a specialty of the Dongmun Market and a perfect snack to munch
on while taking a stroll through the market.
Walking along the Sanjicheon Stream offers a panoramic view of life
and changes that had taken place in the area.
Taking in the bustling energy of fresh vegetables and seafood, the shouts
and welcomes of the shopkeepers, one comes across the Sanjicheon
Stream, which was once the lifeblood of the Jeju City. Sanjicheon Stream,
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also called Sanjitnae, is a place where every local person in Jeju City
remembers differently; all agree, however, that it is an integral part of
the memories related to the old city center, flowing through the center
with a deep weight of history. Some remember the first ship made in Jeju,
sailing toward Busan; some remember doing laundry on its banks; some
remember fishing; others remember playing in it. A breeze from the sea
brings back the fond memories that the people of old city center had
shared, the marks left by the stream on the lives of many. The area around
Sanjicheon Stream has a lot of inns and boarding rooms, which is
unsurprising given that it is located in the port area. The old inns around
Saetmulgol (Gwandeok-ro 15-gil, next to Sanjicheon and Dongmun
Rotary), which have provided a place of refuge to travellers in Jeju since
1970s, have transformed into art studios that offer the travellers a taste
of new culture and art that is sweeping the old district. Art workshops
are the hidden treasure of the old city center district, imbuing the old
district with new life in the transition from the center of trade to the
center of art and communication in the city.
A space forgotten by the tides of time - Art and Culture Space, born
from restoration
Art in Jeju reached its first zenith with the gathering of artists around
Chilseong-ro area, who had fled the mainland in search of refuge from
the Korean War. With tea houses such as Wondabang, Hosoodabang,
Cheongtapdabang, Yoandabang, Baekrokdabang, Soradabang,
Sanhodabang, Namgungdabang, and Jeongdabang all providing a site of
communication for the artists, and theaters such as Joongang, Jeil,
Daehan, and Dongyang Theater in Chilseong-ro and Dongmuntong area,
the district provided the artists with a supercharged environment for their
creativity, aided by the opening of Academy theater, Dansungsa Theater
and Picadilly Theater in the 1980s.
The golden age of art had long since declined, with the district being
transformed into other purposes, but the district seems to be preparing
itself for a second coming as more and more artists and planners are
joining the district, setting up new shops and galleries and beginning the
process of restoration. The old Dongmun Motel has been transformed
into ARARIO Museum, while the Kim Man-deok Memorial Hall has been
set up at the end of Sanjicheon Stream to commemorate the prominent
female businessperson and philanthropist, Man-deok Kim. There are
attempts to also set up the Tamra Culture Square, centered around
Sanjicheon Stream and integrating the Jeju Fortress Buksugu,
Chilseongdae, Dongyang Theater, Geumsan Reservoir, Gaekju site and
Jeju Mokgwana areas in a single cultural-historical district.
Like the recent goal of the Jeju Provincial Office, ‘Enhancing the Value of
Nature, Culture and People’, the old city center is realigning itself to the
new ideal of providing a different story for the travellers, offering a new
space for communicating and interacting with the values of the island.
The district, constantly on the move toward both the past and future,
offers the visitors a sense of travelling through time; the newfound
opportunities for culture and arts will serve as a new wind of change for
Jeju, a tailwind toward its progress into becoming a city of tourism and
culture.
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Sanjicheon Stream, also called Sanjitnae, still retains the
memories; the first ship made in Jeju, sailing toward Busan;
doing laundry on its banks; fishing and playing on its banks. But
as the cool breeze from the sea ruffles our hair, the new face of
culture is juxtaposed on the fond memories, and the vision of
hopeful future for the district comes alive.

4

1. Jeju Fortress
2. Jeigak Pavillion, a defensive structure of Jeju Fortress ⓒ Jeju City Hall
3. Ohyeondan Altar
4. Old City Center Fringe Festival ⓒ Jeju People’s Artist Federation
5. Seobudu Hoe Street ⓒ Jeju Tourism Organization
6. Sanjicheon Stream and ARARIO Museum
7. Dongmun Market
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The Hot Spot of Wondosim, Old City Center,
Samdo-2(i)dong Art and Culture Street
Written by the editorial staff Illustration by Na-hyeon Kim

Art Scenic
A center for performing arts located in the
old city center, Art Scenic offers various
cultural programs like performance
programs, workshops, and communication
parties, bridging the distance between the
artists and the public.

Gama & Joy
Art and pottery workshop under one roof. The
workshop is an active participant in the cultural
program designed around the old city center area,
including artistic immersion programs and
developing designs for Jeju cultural tourism
products. It also serves as a site of cultural
communication between the residents, artists and
tourists, supporting quality leisure activities and
enhancing the cultural value of the island.

Yoborok Soborok
This workshop produces cultural products based on
the prevalent images of Jeju. The workshop also
operates a hands-on program, designed for fun and
therapy through physical contact with the clay.

Choijak a Porcelain Story
For those who need a special hobby to brighten the everyday life, Choijak offers
pre-baked porcelains that can be sketched and colored upon to create a special
porcelain, like none other, without the hassle of clay working. You no longer
have to put up with factory-produced and boring porcelain.
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Joseubmasi
A creative studio of visual artist, Seub Jo. Jo has
offered his sharp wit in the service of satire on
various social issues, from visual art to
presentation and films.

The Birch Forest
The purpose of this organization is
to offer opportunities for musicians
to perform on the stage, bringing
together talented local musicians
and planning and performing
concerts as well as offering a
comprehensive stage for music of
all genre for the locals.

Hwaga Umma
The art shop based on Hwaga Umma annual
exhibition, which has been held since 2014 on the
topic of empathy between mother (Umma) and
child. Hwaga Umma also sells paintings and
porcelain on site, and offers art programs as well.

Monttak Doreura
‘Monttak Doreura’ is an alternative literary community based on the
idea of a refuge or playground for those who thirst for literature,
formed around a small theater. It offers music concerts as well as
lectures by artists from different fields, and also rents out the venue
for those who need to do so.

Gandeurak Theater
Established in September 2004 as a community-owned theater, the theater has been active in
Ara-dong area for 10 years, offering cultural events to local residents. Despite being a
community-owned theater, it also offers various performances and art programs such as
painting, music, mimes and workshops. The theater has been gaining prominence among the
artists in mainland as well.

Picture Book Gallery Jerajin

Qoomza Saloon
Qoomza Saloon is organized around the three pillars of eating, clothing
and shelter, finding ways for sustainable living as well as selling the
work of those who carry out such mode of living. It also organizes
events designed to introduce the concept of sustainable living to the
public, such as workshops, exhibitions and lectures.
The activities are based on the folklore of Jeju, with the three-way
cooperation of the activist, resident and immigrant in mind.

Jerajin, run by a civic organization (Picture Book
Gallery Civic Association Jeju) is catered toward
providing space for exhibition and education. The
gallery holds educational events such as sketch
exhibitions, picture book clubs, drawing clubs as
well as other programs like picture book workshop,
meet the author, and picture book writing
program.

Jema and Juma
Art lecturer who returned to the hometown after working as an assistant director in an
animation studio. He makes use of his experience in working with various American and
Japanese animations in lectures and his work as an illustrator.

Image Story
A new company established in 2016, Image Story is a company
focusing on works involving puppets. It is currently working
toward a puppet exhibition in late 2016, web content and
children’s story production in 2017, and puppet shows and
merchandising products in 2018.
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Seobudu Soosan

Hot places in the
new cultural center
A Alleyways full of memories and good food

Seobudu Seawall

➊ Dongmun Market / The oldest permanent market in Jeju. Since 1945, Dongmun
Market has been a constant presence on the livelihood of the people of Jeju. One
can find excellent food and stories to tell in every corner and alley.
➋ Jeju Jungang Underground Shopping Center / 370 shops make their home in the
underground market.
➌ Chilseong-ro / The commercial street between Gwandeokjeong and Sanjicheon,
famous for boutiques and literary cafes in 1960s and 70s
➍ Jeju Black Pork Street / A collection of restaurants specializing in Jeju Black Pork.
Black Pork has less water content in the muscle and a tighter marbling than
ordinary pig, resulting in a softer texture.
➎ Seomun Market / A traditional market of 62-year history. After the stagnation of
the 90s, brought by the development of the new city center, Seomun Market has
been reborn as a meat market, and was even selected as a specialized market of
meat by Jeju Province.
➏ Sanjicheon Stream/ Being covered in concrete in 1960s due to industrialization,
Sanjicheon was restored as a natural waterway, and is a beloved spot for old and
young alike.
➐ Seobudu Hoe Restaurants Street / Many restaurants in this street have been passed
down for 2 and 3 generations, all specializing in Hoe, or raw fish. Walking along
the seawall in Seobudu area offers an unparalleled view of sunrise, sunset and the
night skyline.
➑ Tapdong Beach Stage, Tapdong Square, Tapdong coastal road / Tapdong is a
popular weekend getaway for Jeju City, with well-developed accommodation
facilities, open-air theaters and parks and cultural events held throughout the year.
➒ Jeju Buk Elementary School / The first modern school in Jeju, the school has a 100year-long tradition.

➐
Seobudu Hoe
Restaurants Street

Jeju World 21

➑ Tapdong Square

Tapdong Junction

B The harmony of historical past and lively culture
➊ Jeju Art and Culture Center (tentative name) / The center is designed to restore
the former site of Jeju National University with a new meaning through culture
and arts, under the project name ‘Cultural Restoration of Old Industrial Facilities Re-creation of Space Through Art.’
➋ ARARIO Museum / An art museum shaped from an old building in the old city
center area, combining the historic appearance of the building with new
sensibility. Museums that were built in a similar concept, such as ‘Tapdong
Cinema’, ‘Bike Shop’, ‘Dongmun Motel I, II’ are spread out throughout the old city
center, keeping the former purpose of the building in its name.
➌ Jeju Movie Culture Art Center / Established on the former site of Korea Theater, it
now supports the full range of art events including film and other cultural events.
➍ Culture Space ‘Ganse Lounge’ / Offers cultural performances and local products
as well as travel information regarding the island. Ganse Lounge offers food made
from local produce, Ganse Dollmaking activity, and various souvenirs. The Lounge
also offers cafes and restaurants for fellow travellers to rest and share their stories.
➎ Jeju Culture Cafe ‘Watjip’ / The cafe doubles as a cultural space where cultural
topics such as Jeju dialect and cuisine are used as a basis of creative activity.
➏ Space Mali / A bar offering exhibitions and live performances, a 100-year old
gramophone offers music enthusiasts a chance to listen to LP records.
➐ The Islander / An art shop selling creative souvenirs.
➑ LIKE IT / Teumeong / This building hosts LIKE IT, an independent publishing
company and bookstore, with Teumong, a bookstore specializing in humanities.
They offer special and interesting books as well as cultural programs.
➒ Woosaengdang / An old bookstore with a rich history, operating since 1945.
➓ Miyerang Theater / Various performances such as theater, band concerts and
small-scale concerts.
 Art Space C / An art gallery centered around the idea of communication, offering
exhibitions on social criticism.
 Open Art Space Oi / Consisting of a cafe on the first floor and an underground
theater for creative performances, it has gained a strong following among the
youths of Jeju.
 Kim Man-deok Memorial Hall / A literary-cultural exhibit commemorating the life
of Man-deok Kim and her spirit of philanthropy.
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➑
Tapdong Beach Stage

➑ Tapdong
coastal road

➋
ARARIO Museum


Kim Man-deok
Memorial Hall

C Architectural heritage along the alleyway
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➊ Gwandeokjeong / The oldest Joseon-period structure in Jeju ‘Gwandeok’ comes
from a phrase in the Chinese classic ‘Book of Rites(禮記)’, ‘archery is an act of noble
virtue.’
➋ Jeju Mokgwana / The administrative center of Jeju, encompassing the area around
Gwandeokjeong
➌ Jeju Seongnae Church / The first Protestant church in Jeju, established by the
missionary Ki-pung Lee in 1908
➍ Former Hyundai Theater / The quintessential modern theater of Jeju, established
during the Japanese Forced Occupation period
➎ Hyangsadang / A club for local dignitaries and a center of regional self-governance
in late Joseon period
➏ Jeju Joongang Catholic Church / The
first Catholic Church in Jeju, established
on 1899
➐ Park Residence / 200-year old thatched
house and a prime example of Jeju
architecture.
➑ Ohyeondan / A shrine located on the
former site of Jeju Fortress, dedicated to
Ohyeongyo Bridge
five prominent figures in Jeju history;
the 1st Provincial Monument of Jeju
➓ Jeigak
Special Self-governing Province
➒ Jeju Fortress site / The 3rd Provincial
Monument of Jeju, and the former site
of Jeju Fortress
➓ Jeigak / A defensive structure established
by magistrate Yoon-moon Sung in
1599, 416 years ago
➑➒

Ohyeondan
Jeju Fortress site

➌ Jeju Movie
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D Samdo-2(i)dong Art and Culture Street
➊ Art and Culture Street is built around the Samdo-2(i)dong community service center.
This area is home to numerous workshops that bond together for the purpose of
communication, sharing and sustainable lifestyle for the artists. The district is
creating a new cultural environment where cafes stand next to workshops and
artists mingle with others, working together and sharing the space.

➎ Seomun Market
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Mrs. Jeong-gil Kim of Sumang-ri, the Fernbrake Expert

“Ferns picked with dedication are the tastiest”
Author Sun-ah Lee Photography Han-koo Lee

Springtime in Jeju appears first on the earth. As cherry blossoms bloom
and the canola disappears, rain starts to fall and the ladies of Jeju hurry
to the mountains in anticipation. After the rain, new fernbrake shoots
start to emerge from the rain-soaked earth, signaling the start of the
fernbrake season. There are dedicated fernbrake aficionados who make
the trip from the mainland to join in on the fun. After all, there is a saying
that ‘the best places for fernbrake are kept even from in-laws.’ Fernbrakes
make surprisingly good source of income for the ladies in springtime. The
activity itself is admittedly rather addictive as well. Fernbrake season is
fun in that way. Is there, then, a special trick used by fernbrake experts?
Of course there is. The art of picking fernbrakes that emerge into the
green grassland or thorny vines seem straightforward, but there are tricks
in every trade. What is it, then? We have joined the veritable virtuoso
Mrs. Jeong-gil Kim (82), a 65-year veteran of fernbrake picking since the
age of 15, on a trip near the village of Sumang-ri in Jungsangan to learn
the ropes.

“I once did 120 geun (158 pounds) in a day, back in my

prime”

Mrs. Kim started picking fernbrakes to support her brother’s

schooling when she was 15. She continued picking fernbrakes

even after she married into the Sumang-ri village. How much

can an expert like her manage in a day? “I once did 120 geun

(158 pounds) in a day. Back in my prime I would set off at 3

in the morning and return at 6 in the evening.” She told us that

such harvests are no longer possible, but the experts in

Sumang-ri can manage 33 to 44 pounds of fernbrake in three

or four hours. We scanned her attire for any useful tips.

Comfortable shoes, long-sleeved shirt, wide-brimmed hat to
keep the sun out, armbands and gloves, a canvas bag slung over

the shoulder, and fernbrake aprons. The apron has pockets

stitched on them so that fernbrake can be dropped in with

minimal movement; a zipper attached to the bottom makes the

task of bagging fernbrake a breeze.

“Fernbrakes grow in droves around thorny vines”

Those who have put some hours into the art of fernbrake

picking can recognize the places where fernbrake are likely to

be found. Some even venture deep into Oreum or pastures to

beat off the competition. Mrs. Kim also do make the trip to the

field near the village, but also goes deep to Mulyeongarioreum.
There, she has a secret place that only she knows. “You know
silver grass, right? Fernbrakes often grow in it. Fernbrakes

grow in droves around thorny vines too.“ The experts rise early

so that the morning dew on the fernbrake are easier to notice.

Beginners should be careful not to lose their way; there are
instances where people had to be rescued by the forest rangers
after losing their way in the mountains.

“Find a plump and firm fernbrake, and pick off the middle

of the stem”

Like the proverb, ‘better a castle of bones than of stones.’

Plump and pretty fernbrakes are better than the withered ones.

One picks off the swirling shoot at the end of the stem in

fernbrake picking. Where should one pick the stem off? “Don’t

be stringy when picking fernbrake. Pick it off slightly further

than the midpoint. The bottom part is stringy and tasteless.”
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Pick

boil

dry

An expert can go through these steps in a single day.

Her deft hands betray the years of experience. In one quick

prevent that from happening.

it is said that a fernbrake can be harvested 9 times in a season.

do it again.“ The swirling shape of fernbrake is made from the

flick of her fingers, the stem comes off. Her apron fills up in

no time. Fernbrakes have great capacity for regeneration, and

“You’ve got to boil the fernbrake immediately and dry it”

You’ve picked your first fernbrake, but all is not well yet.

Without proper preparation, fernbrake turns inedible. Why?

flip the whole thing around. Prepare dinner, do housework, and

fingertips of the expert. A diligent hand forms the best

fernbrake.

The title of fernbrake expert, it seems, is awarded to those with

“You’ve got to boil the fernbrake immediately and dry it. If

the virtues of moderation and diligence; picking off the stem

drying should be blanched slightly, while those that are to be

plump and nutritious Jeju ferns, of course.

you don’t, it becomes all stringy.” Separate the thick and thin

ones, and blanch the fernbrake in boiling water. Fernbrakes for

eaten immediately should be boiled until they are soft. It

prevents them from becoming stringy. “Lay it out to dry while

it is steaming hot.

Fernbrakes dry faster as it cools down.“ Her expertise seemed

to cover the entire process from head to toe.

“Ferns picked with dedication are the tastiest”

in moderation, and diligent enough to dry it properly. Why not

go for a hot soup stuffed with fernbrake tomorrow? Using the
Us novice have lost all hope of keeping up with the expert after

an hour. We naively thought that it would be easy on our eyes

to work in green fields. Bending down to pick the fernbrake is

a laborious work. To those of us who did not bother to exercise

often, the pain is staggering. Our drive to come up with a better

story and our haste in picking the ferns ended up in spinning

heads and heavy limbs. We sat down and watched the master

Dry fernbrakes are divided into the long and stiff ‘supermodel’

at work, and lo and behold! She never bent her legs, and was

After two or three hours, expert dryers roll up the stem slightly

her hand was reaching for one in a single fluid motion. We felt

ferns and swirling ferns. The best fern is the latter, done by a

dedicated expert. It is because of different methods of drying.

by hand, forming swirling shapes. Fernbrakes tend to dry and

become stiff if left alone, so experts pay extra attention to
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“Pretty ferns are the tastiest. Take a bath, maybe a nap, and

picking more than 5 stalk in each motion! No wonder her

record is so impressive, as her eyes searched for the next while

time flying by, transfixed by the quiet field, as Mrs. Kim laid
waste to the fernbrake of the Oreum.

“

“You’ve got to boil the fernbrake immediately and dry it. If you don’t, it becomes all stringy.
Lay it out to dry while it is steaming hot. Fernbrakes dry faster as it cools down.”

”
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Flowers give us numerous memories.
Wildflowers in particular, rather than the flowers planned from the start,
are those which leave the lasting impression in our minds.
They transcend time and space to bring joy and solace to our lives.
We may prefer different flowers and scents, but it may be that we all share the fond memories of flowers.
Author Soon-ja Kim (Korean Research Center, Jeju National University)
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나가 두릴 적이는 고장놀래를 동무 앙 하영도 흥얼거려난 거

가젱이도 거끄곡 허영 소꼽장난도 허멍 행복헌 시간을 보내수

닮아마씸. “나의 살던 고향은 고장 피는 산골 복송개고장 살구

다. 어느 날산딘 복송개고장이 하도 고왕 멧 가젱일 거끄곡 헤

고장 애기신달래….”, “개나리 노오란 고장 그늘 아래 느런히 놓

영 왕 책상 우틔 꽂앙 놔둬신디양, 어머니신디 칭찬은커녕 “복

앙 이신 꼬까신 나”치룩 고장놀랜 때론 나 벗이엇곡, 동무덜

송개고장은 집안에 꽂는 거 아니여.”허멍 핀잔을 쎄게 들어난

광 듸 즐기는 방둥이엿곡, 먼 질 갈 땐 질벗이 뒈어 주엇수다.

아픈 기억도 싯수다. 영문도 모른 채 내부쪄지는 고장가젱일 보

복송개고장 살구고장 애기신달래가 어떤 고장인지도 몰른 채,

멍 눈물 지멍 야속험을 달래기도 허엿수게. 냉중의사 알앗주

첵에서 베운 대로 흥얼거리당 보민 어느새 이 고장덜은 나의 새

만, 복송개낭은 귀신 쫒는 낭이렌 허멍 울안의 싱그지도 아녀곡,

로운 동무가 뒈영 이십데다.

그 름은 젯상에도 올리지 아녑디다. 푸다시 헐 땐양, 심방덜이

돌앙 보민, 나 유소년기 고장밧은 우영이나 아이덜광 어울령 

동쪽으로 벋은 복송개낭 가젱일 그차당은에 귀신을 다울릴 때

음껏 뛰멍 놀아난 드르가 아닌가 헤졈수다. 돔박고장, 싸움고

써낫덴 허난, 그때 어머니 음을 은 헤아려집데다.

장, 새비고장, 인동고장, 씰거리고장, 쿠실낭고장, 복송개고

돔박고장도 나신딘 추억의 고장이우다. 나가 초등교 뎅길 때

장, 고장, 삐고장, 새우리고장…. 영헌 고장밧듸서는 때론

만 허여도 환경미화 심사를 허영 시상는 제도가 잇엇수게. 환

일름 몰른 고장이 혼체 피영 가심을 설레게 허곡, 때론 무데기

경미화 심사가 다가오민 담임선생님이영 반 아이덜은 몸과 

로 떼 지엉 나타낭 황홀게 헙데다. 봄름실저을, 고장은 계

음이 바빳수다게. 교실 청소허곡, 게시판 새로 꾸미곡, 고장 꽂

절을 나게허멍 지만썩헌 모습으로 피영 우릴 지쁘게 해줍니

이를 허곡. 나를 포함허영 교탁 꾸밀 고장 담당자덜은 ‘돔박고장

께. 봄은 봄대로, 름은 름대로, 실은 실대로. 초대허지

서리’ 허기로 헷수게. 나가 뎅겨난 초등교 셔난 산양리엔 헌딘

아녀도 고장이 피민 벌이영 나비가 우리들 꼿듸로 다가왕 봄

양, 방풍림으로 돔박고장 질루는 집이 더러 잇엇수다. 돔박고장

잔치를 벌입데다.

피여심직 멧멧 집을 골랑 돔박고장 구허기 작전에 나산 우리

확실허게 튿나지는 아념주만, 초등교 1~2년 때 닮수다. 봄

덜은, 더런 망을 보고 더런 담벡을 탕 돔박고장 거끄곡 허멍 잇어

이 오는 질목인디, 저실리 움츠러들엇단 가심을 페왕 벗덜광 드

신디, 깝제기 나타난 주인 하르방 호령에 멧멧은 줄행랑을 치기

르레 나가민 어느새 연분홍 ‘개복송개고장’이 녀 봄 마중 헴십

도 헷수게. 냉중에 그 하르방이 “담벡 아지민 어떵허젠 헤시냐.”

데다. 우리덜은 복송개고장을 앙 코끗뎅이도 대여 보곡, 고장

허멍 손수 곱닥헌 돔박고장 멧 가젱일 꺼껑 주난 우린 하도 지뻥

교탁을 곱게 꾸며난 기억이 잇수다. 돔박고장 피는 계절이민 어

덕분에 요즘도 인동고장만 보민 그때 생각이 낭 말이 하집네께.

김엇이 그때 생각이 튿낭은에 혼체 미소 짓곤 헤여마씸.

영허난, 고장은 우리신디 삶의 위안이 뒈곡, 지쁨이 뒙니께. 봄

인동고장 타레 뎅겨난 추억도 새롭수다. 나가 전학 가기 전이난

이민 지천으로 피어나난 허영헌 새비고장이영 이른 봄에 보라

초등교 2~3년쯤 일 닮수다. 을 가게에선 한약재로 씨는

색으로 함초롬히 피는 코장고장, 집 담벡 아래 싱거난 마농

인동고장을 돈 줭 받아낫수게. 용돈 벌이를  수 이시난 아이

고장, 집 앞이 우뚝 직허는 쿠실낭이 피와낸 헌 연보라 고

덜은 인동고장 피는 봄철인양, 방과후나 교 쉬는 날엔 구
 리

장 무데기도 나의 감성을 깨와주는 고장들이어낫수다. 지금은

에 차롱이나 렝이 들렁 인동고장 타레 뎅겨낫수다. 인동고장

기억 저짝의 고장덜이, 계절에 랑 조경뒌 화려헌 고장덜 소곱

앙 을매나 용돈을 벌어신지는 시 튿내지 못허쿠다. 경헤도

에 파묻어져 불엄주마는, 두릴 때 기억 소곱에 남앙 이신 고장

노랑허게 핀 인동고장 타레 뎅겨난 일이영, 인동고장 끗겡이 

추억은 세월이 지나도 질 줄 몰람신게마씀. 경허난양, 아이는 아

라뒁 헌 고장물 앙 먹어난 추억이영, 지천으로 피영 이신

이대로 어른은 어른대로 삶을 아름답게 헤여 주는 고장 추억 

코롬헌 인동고장 내음살에 취헹 고장 멀밀 심허게 헤난 기억

나썩은 질를 수 이시민 좋으쿠다게.

Reading in English

Flower memories of my days yonder

Back when I was little, I used to sing flower songs
all the time. “The hometown I used to live in was the
blooming mountains, peach and plum and baby
azaleas...” “A child’s shoe under the shade, the shade
of yellow rhododendron flowers...” Songs like these
were my friend, the plaything that our circle of
friends loved, and a companion in long trips. Despite
not knowing what the peach, plum and baby azaleas
were, they became my friends as I sang the lyrics that
I had read in books.
Looking back, the flower fields in my childhood
seems to have been the meadows that my friends
and I used to run and play in. Camellia, Manchurian
violet, baby brier, Japanese honeysuckle, Silgeori tree
blossom, white cedar blossoms, peach blossom,
cabbage blossom, radish flower, chive flowers... I
would sometimes find a mysterious flower in these
meadows, filling my heart with joy, and I sometimes
found out to my delight that there were whole
patches of flowers that I am yet to know. Flowers
stay true regardless of the season to bring joy and
pleasure to us. Spring flowers in springtime, summer
flowers in summertime, fall flowers in fall; bees and
butterflies came along for a festive joy of the
springtime, even if we forgot to invite them
over.
I do not remember clearly, but I think it
was my first or second grade in
elementary school. Venturing out
to the meadows with my

friends, we would find the first messenger of spring,
wild peach flowers. We spent days picking flowers
and playing with the branches. One day, I brought
back some peach flowers from the fields and left it
on my desk, and my mother had reprimanded me
harshly, saying “you are not to bring the peach
flowers into the house!” I choked back my tears as
she threw out the branches for no apparent reason.
Later on I realized that peach flowers are not planted
within the fence, and peaches themselves are not
placed on the offerings, because peach trees are said
to repel the spirits. Simbangs use peach branches to
expel the spirits as well, so now I see why my mother
had reacted so harshly. Camellias also hold a special
place in my heart.
Back when I attended elementary school, there were
school competitions for classroom decoration. When
the day of the competition approached, our teacher
and us students were so focused on doing a good job
on the competition. We cleaned the classroom,
decorated our class board, picked flowers. Those of
us who decided to take up flower decorations
decided to go and ‘borrow’ some camellia flowers. A
number of houses in Sanyang-ri, where I attended
my elementary school, there were a number of
houses that grew camellia trees to break the wind.
We divided into groups to keep a lookout and vault
over the walls to ‘borrow’ the flowers, and some ran
away after the owner of the tree appeared and called
us out. The owner, a charitable grandpa, let us off

with “what were you to do if the wall
collapsed?“ and handed us a number of branches
from the tree to use in the decoration. I smile to
myself when I see the camellias in full bloom.
I remember the days I spent picking Japanese
honeysuckle as well. It was the 2nd or 3rd year of
elementary school, before I moved away from the
neighborhood. The village market bought Japanese
honeysuckle flowers, which were used as an
ingredient in Korean medicine. Children would seek
out the flowers in springtime, picking the flowers and
collecting them in small baskets. I do not remember
how much money I made selling the flowers. But the
memories of walking along the fields of yellow,
sucking the nectar out of the flower, and having a
serious case of hay fever from the field are all quite
clear in my mind, and I find myself speaking eagerly
about the days when I see the flowers even now.
Flowers offer solace and joy to our lives. Flowers like
white baby briars, carpeting the meadow in white;
Manchurian Violets in early summer; narcissus
flowers on our fence; and white cedar blossoms in
front of our houses all take up significant portions
of my childhood memories. The flowers in the
meadows are slowly giving way to the manicured
flowers matching the season, but all the dust of time
cannot tarnish the memories of flowers in my
childhood. I hope that others can join in on the
memories of flowers, a beautiful reminder of the
bygone days.
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Welcome to Jeju
Free Wifi ?

Evolution of Tourism! Evolving Jeju!

The Best Environment for Smart Tourism
Author Jae-geun Lee (Jeju Village Sodori Culture Research Association)

Smart
tourism
era
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The plane touches down the tarmac. Mr. A, walking out into
the lounge, reverts his smartphone from the airplane mode.
Even if it is a short flight, the inability to use the
smartphone is inconvenient, not to mention rather
unnerving. 4 public Wi-Fi signals appear on the smartphone
as it reverts back to normal operation. A webpage pops up
on the screen.
“Welcome to Jeju. Would you like to use our free Wi-Fi?”
Pressing <Yes> offers him an option to log in using social
media or e-mail address. After all, it’s free. No reason to
refuse. Furthermore, he can make use of his existing social
media account. A’s smartphone is flooded with information
after connecting to the Wi-Fi.
Firstly, a number of apps that he can use in Jeju pops up
on the screen. From tour guides to bus lines, Olle trails and
guide to Oreum, his smartphone grants him instant access
to information regarding tourist sites as well as restaurants
and coupons.
Mr. A has not decided on his destination yet. He selects the
destination that the app had offered him, and steps off. Mr.
A decided to visit one of the rural villages to get at the
heart of Jeju. Using a transportation app, he found a nice
village and the optimal route to that village. His
smartphone works tireless even when he had arrived in the
village. From the history of the village to local specialties,

notable places, and scenic viewpoints, the information
flowing into his hands is more than adequate. Mr. A records
his travels in his Facebook and Kakaostory accounts.
It’s lunchtime. Mr. A visits a restaurant using the
recommendation from the app. The restaurant apparently
boasts great returns for the price. It delivers on its promise.
He has a craving for a cup of coffee, maybe with a cool
breeze from the sea. What would be the recommendation?
After making his way to Sehwa or Aewol beach and having
a leisurely drink, he finds an event coupon. In no time, he
is registered on the event. Let’s go shopping, then. Walking
around the shopping district, Mr. A finds a constant stream
of coupons flooding into the smartphone. From cosmetics
to souvenirs, his smartphone affords him the list of
discounts in real-time. His smartphone always has
something new to say as he moves into different places.
Wait, he seems to have swiped his card a bit to aggressively.
A foreign citizen can apply for tax returns upon returning
to the home country. After returning home, he shares the
story of Jeju with his friends and family using social media.
This is a simplified picture of the smart tourism project that
Jeju is currently working on.
This picture is expected to become a reality next year, and
Jeju is working tirelessly to make it into a reality.

Jeju Smart Tourism Ecosystem
The basic concept of smart tourism in Jeju is establishing a
‘Jeju Smart Tourism Ecosystem’, based on big data. The
system is currently being considered for a trial run in
Chilseongtong, Jungmun and Baojian Street. The project will
be gradually expanded from next year onward, eventually
providing full coverage of the island by 2018.
The plan is to provide the world’s best smart tourism system
by establishing adequate infrastructure and service for smart
tourism. Based on the concept of IoT (Internet of Things), the
system grants the tourists the access to the specialized data
network on tourism information on the island, allowing them
to select their itinerary on the go.
The system is being developed with a concrete goal to provide
an enjoyable travel (eating, sightseeing, buying) experience by
providing specialized information in each and every situation.
The system is also intended to provide fast and easy access to
the Wi-Fi and communication network in Jeju, adding value
to tourism and the incentive to return to the island.

Installing public Wi-Fi and Beacons throughout the island.
Infrastructure is of paramount importance in establishing a
system of smart tourism. 534 public Wi-Fi hotspots have been
installed in Jeju in 2015. Jeju is planning to expand the number
of public Wi-Fi zone to about a thousand in 2016. 2,100 WiFi hotspots will be added in 2017, providing full coverage
throughout the island.
Public Beacons that can offer specialized content through
various apps are expected to be installed throughout the island
as well. From next year onward, 2,600 Beacons will be added
yearly, with the ultimate goal of 8,000 beacons throughout the
island being installed by 2018. Beacons will firstly be installed
in important commercial areas and major tourist sites in Jeju.
Tourists will have access to information regarding tourist
information when they approach the ticket counters in major
tourist sites or museums. The Beacon will also offer
information regarding nearby commercial areas and restaurants
as well. Beacons in themed districts or commercial streets will
offer information regarding events, discounts, and coupons
automatically to the apps, maximizing the marketing effect.
Timed sales also offer exclusive deals to the users as well.

Infrastructure for smart tourism, however, is much more than
merely providing free Wi-Fi and marketing information. Jeju
has achieved the quantitative goal of attracting 13 million
tourists annually, but the analysis for qualitative enhancement
and systemic marketing was lacking. Because the patterns of
tourism were not adequately analyzed, the province had trouble
coming up with specialized marketing to cater to the diverse
crowds nor solutions to provide such marketing service.
Let us use the movement analysis of tourists as an example.
Many have failed to predict the movement of Chinese tourists,
who make up a sizable portion of tourist groups, except in taxfree shopping districts.
Using Wi-Fi data to analyze their movement pattern shows that
Chinese tourists tend to congregate in Jeju City and the area
near the Provincial Office, as well as Jungmun District and the
areas offering performance catered toward the Chinese
audiences. These places show even more volume than
Seongsan Ilchulbong, the foremost tourist hotspot in Jeju.
Domestic tourists on the contrary have completely different
patterns of movement.
The analysis of the data from free Wi-Fi pilot programs offer
us a summary of the stark difference in behavior for the two
groups. Chinese tourists tend to visit famous museums like the
Teddy Bear Museum, jewelry and souvenir shops as well as
tax-free shopping centers, exchange centers and Chinese
restaurants. Domestic tourists tend to visit pensions, arboretum,
coffee shops, souvenir shops, and hotel buffet restaurants.
Those on a business trip frequent hotels, conference rooms,
souvenir shops, general practitioners, and traditional
restaurants.

The system is even capable of providing credit card usage
analysis as well.
An analysis of spending in tax-free shops, beauty shops and
supermarkets can be linked to specialized marketing for each
person. Smart tourism, in essence, is centered around the idea
of using movement and spending analyses in the island in an
active manner.
For example, recommendations on tour itinerary and
restaurants can be tailored to the individual’s taste. In case of
rain, the app can be used to offer the best routes to take under
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The flow of smart
tourism system

the circumstances, while spending patterns can be tailored to
the specific clientele of credit card companies. A traveler from
China who is not on a group tour, for example, may be curious
about the topic, ‘popular destinations and restaurants among
locals.’
Group tours can be oriented toward the group’s disposition,
but individual travellers are altogether a different story. They
have individualized tastes, and have greater spending power
compared to the group tourists. But the existing infrastructure
is not capable of recognizing the preferred services and
products of individual travellers.
Smart tourism system can change that.
Smart tourism can provide tailored information to millions of
tourists from both the mainland and abroad, depending on what
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items they buy and what sites they visit. The itinerary can be
tailored to provide systemic structure that can ensure maximum
satisfaction to the tourists, instead of hodge-podge and clueless
tour. This is the future of smart tourism, and the goal of Jeju.
After the Smart Tourism Ecosystem takes root, all information
will be routed to the Provincial Office. The Provincial Office
and the related agencies will analyze the information to arrive
at statistics that reliably depict the activity of the tourists. This
information will be applied to policy measures in order to
promote the virtuous cycle, where the tourists will be
persuaded to return to the island and engage in high-value
activities.
Private companies will respond quickly to the demands of the
tourists and offer affordable options accordingly. These data
will also be used in marketing and business as well. New

business areas such as O2O (Office to Offline) and FinTech
could be developed with this information. Based on such
measures, the efficacy of marketing toward individual tourists
will be maximized.
The tourists, on the consumer’s side, will have access to
specialized itineraries or tourist information based on the
services provided by Jeju Provincial Office and the private
companies. Shopping in Jeju will also become much more
comfortable and easy.
These components will all act toward creating the virtuous
cycle of tourist retention.
The key concept behind smart tourism is the work that links

the activities of the tourists to the data, and find meaningful
options based on that pattern.
Hee-seob Noh, the Information Officer of the Jeju Special Selfgoverning Province, told us,
“Jeju has the optimal condition for realizing the ideal of smart
tourism. Our efforts are not mere test-beds for bigger systems;
we are constructing a full-fledged smart tourism system on the
island. The latter half of next year will see this system in
operation in earnest, and you will then see what Jeju has to
offer to the esteemed tourists that grace our beautiful island.”
We, on the whole, are inclined to agree.

*Beacon
A short-range smartphone-based communication
technology that enables messages and mobile payments
to be made within 165 - 230 feet from the device.
This device is suitable for application in O2O
(Online to Offline) service.
When prospective customers step into the areas where
the Beacon is installed, they will have immediate access to
the product information, floor guide as well as
mobile-exclusive coupons via smartphone.
Applied to historic attractions, the Beacon can be used to
provide information regarding the history of the site as well
as event and opening hour information.
It is a highly anticipated technology in next-generation
marketing.
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Leading the culture and creative economy:

East Asia Culture City 2016 Jeju
Jeju was selected as the East Asia Culture City of 2016. Being selected as
the East Asia Culture City entails hosting cultural exchange programs for
the next year, including the traditional culture of member nations as well
as art and youth culture, providing an opportunity for advertising the region’s
culture to the rest of the world. East Asia Culture City program began on the
4th Korea - China - Japan Cultural Ministerial Summit in Shanghai on May
2012, when the three countries agreed to select 1 city in each nation as the
East Asia Culture City for cultural exchange programs in order to alleviate
the conflict between the three countries.
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2014’s selection was Gwangju, Quanzhou, and Yokohama for Korea, China,
and Japan respectively; in 2015 Cheongju, Qingdao and Niigata were
selected; and in 2016, Jeju, Ningbo, and Nara were selected.
Jeju was selected because of the 13 million tourist milestone achieved
last year; three UNESCO Natural Heritage designations, the only province
in the world to have achieved such honor; the rich local mythology of 18
thousand gods; the blend of modern lifestyle with traditional cultures
such as Batdam, Haenyeo culture and Jeju Language; and finally its
development to a premier travel destination, even surpassing
Hawaii.
Jeju’s selection also coincides with the selection of Korea as the
chair of the 8th Korea - China - Japan Cultural Ministerial Summit,
placing further importance on Jeju. (2014 - Yokohama, 2015 Qingdao, 2016 - Jeju)
The opening ceremony for the 2016 East Asia Culture City was
held first at Nara, Japan, on March 26th; Ningbo in China
followed suit with a ceremony lasting from April 15th
to 18th. Jeju’s own ceremony was held in ICC JEJU
on April 7th and 8th, providing a spectacle with
cultural performances from the three nations as well
as special discussions on the designation of 2016
East Asia Culture City, photography exhibitions,
advertising booths and flea markets.
The three cities will engage in various cultural exchange activities
for the next year. The events planned for this year includes the East Asian
Culture City Official Conference, in conjunction with Jeju Forum (May),

the 2nd Project Conference, Youth Calligraphy and Photography Exchange
(August), Korea - China - Japan Cultural Ministerial Summit and Arts
Festival (August), Jeju Art Fair (October), and Three-city History and
Humanities Exchange Seminar (December).
Jeju is also preparing cultural exchange events that will be carried out in
conjunction with existing festivals within the island, such as Jeju
International Wind Ensemble Festival and Tamra Culture Festival.
Jeju’s selection as the East Asia Culture City will serve as a valuable
opportunity to cement Jeju’s status as the island of culture, to work
toward international outreach of Jeju culture as well as to establish
cultural networks that both the residents
and tourists can enjoy together.
These events are also hoped not only to
achieve cultural exchange between the
cities, but also form the basis of cultural
coexistence and cooperation between East
Asian countries by encompassing a cultural community that
includes not only the selected city, but the
cities that will be selected in future as
well.
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The 11th
Jeju Forum for
Peace and Prosperity
Asia’s New Order and Cooperative Leadership

Jeju’s location as a geopolitical center of East Asia has resulted in
its status as a site of communication and cooperation between the
countries in setting up sustainable peace and co-prosperity of the
three nations. Jeju’s status as the ‘island of peace’ was started with
the Inter-Korean Summit on June 2000, 50 years after the division.
「 Jeju Peace Forum」 was set up a year after the Inter-Korean
Summit on June 2001, and on 2005 the Korean Government
designated Jeju as the ‘island of world peace.’
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Major dignitaries in 2016

Ki-Moon Ban
Secretary-general
of the United Nations

Tomiichi Murayama
former Prime Minister
of Japan

Mahathir Mohamad
former Prime Minister
of Malaysia

Goh Chok Tong
former Prime Minister
of Singapore

Jeju Forum was a biennial forum until the 6th Forum on 2011, but since
2012 it has become an annual event. By inviting experts and dignitaries
from each country on the discussion of sustainable peace and prosperity
of the region, the forum has eventually grown to a massive forum
attended by delegations from 60 countries with 4,000 attendees.
The 11th Jeju Forum this year will be held in ICC JEJU from May 25th to
27th under the topic, ‘Asia’s New Order and Cooperative Leadership.’ The
forum is divided into 70 sessions, with 37 organizations including the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, National Human Rights Commission of Korea,
Jeju Free International City Development Center, Korea Foundation, and
Korea National Diplomatic Academy, discussing various topics including
nuclear defense, Northeast Asia Peace and Cooperation Initiative as well
as international economy, renewable energy, new climate systems, and
female empowerment.
This year’s Jeju Forum will feature Secretary Ki-moon Ban’s keynote
speech as well as dignitaries such as Tomiichi Murayama (former Prime
Minister of Japan), Mahathir Mohamad (former Prime Minister of
Malaysia), and Goh Chok Tong (former Prime Minister of Singapore). Prime
Minister Murayama in particular had been the one who gave an apology
to the Japan’s imperial past, drawing attentions to his speech in the Jeju
Forum. Economic experts such as Joe Kaeser (the CEO of Siemens) as well
as JB Straubel (Tesla Motors CTO), the pioneer of electric cars, will take

Jim Bolger
former Prime Minister
of New Zealand

Enrico Letta
former Prime Minister
of Italy

Yukio Hatoyama
former Prime Minister
of Japan

part in discussions regarding global economic issues.
The program features, on the first day (25 May), 18 sessions including
the 「Cooperation between Asia and the Republic of Korea in the
Sustainable Energy System」. The second day (26 May) will feature the
World Leaders Session on current and former leaders of the nation,
complete with 6 keynote speeches and discussion sessions.
The third day (27 May) will feature a dialogue session with Joe Kaeser,
CEO of Siemens, on the topic of 「A Unified Korea Finds Its Future in
Business Enterprise」, and a dialogue session with J.B. Straubel, CTO of
Tesla Motors, on 「Revolutionary Changes EVs will Bring to Our Lives」.
The 11th Jeju Forum on ‘Asia’s New Order and Cooperative Leadership’
is expected to offer an invaluable opportunity to agree upon the need
for cooperative leadership in solving the new challenges of Northeast
Asia in the presence of the leading intellectuals and leaders, and the
methods that can be used to facilitate such change.
Jeju will continue its efforts to improve Jeju Forum in the lines of Davos
Forum of Switzerland or the Boao Forum of China, an opportunity for the
leading intellectuals and administrators of the world to come together
and share their points of view. Jeju Forum is also the first international
forum in Korea to have been fully supported by the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs from the start.
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The Future Vision of Jeju, Created by the People!
We promise the future of Jeju
The year 2016 is the ‘70th anniversary of Jeju Province and the 10th anniversary of Special Self-Governing Province designation’,
and Jeju Special Self-Governing Province has selected this year to be the year of ‘2nd leap for Jeju’ accordingly in order to enhance
further the value of Jeju. Jeju has finalized the ‘Jeju Future Vision’ plan, a 100-year blueprint for Jeju’s future, last February.
Since 2002, Jeju has focused on the development of tourism based on the Free International City model, providing free movement
of people, products, and capital; on the 10th anniversary of Special Self-Governing designation, Jeju has achieved remarkable
quantitative growth in foreign investment, tourism and population, but some have argued that the effects of such growth did not
adequately benefit the people of the island.
The Provincial Office has taken these criticisms into consideration, and has conducted a yearlong research to establish the ‘Jeju
Future Vision’, a complete overhaul of the future goals of the province with 100 years in mind that integrates the shortcomings
of growth-oriented policies that had been conducted so far.

The core value chosen by the people, ‘Clean Coexistence’
The procedures employed in producing the Jeju Future Vision plan was
nothing short of being innovative. A civic consultation group was formed
in the task instruction drafting phase to relay the voice of the people to
the service phase; once the service phase was reached, the civic planning
group was formed for the people of the island to find their own core
values and provide policy directions, which would be discussed in the
service stage for optimal solutions in realizing such directions. The civic
planning group, chosen regardless of age and gender through public
recruitment, met every week for free discussion sessions on selecting the
core value to be relayed to future generations; after numerous
discussions, they suggested the value of ‘clean coexistence’, which is in
line with global trends at the moment.
Experts came up with the analysis of 712 issues and problems in the
island, dividing them into 6 categories such as ecological, nature,
cleanness and others, offering 103 strategic tasks (such as overhaul of
transport system through green and public transport) and guidelines for
12 issues (such as natural resources to be designated for conservation).
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‘How’ is more important than ‘why’ in the Jeju Future Vision
Jeju Future Vision plan is oriented toward realizing the will of the people,
not the administration; in order to realize this goal, 120-member civic
planning group was formed to find the core values and policy directions
over a 2-month period; 200 instances of public hearings and cooperative
ventures with local research institutions were held; and special emphasis
was placed on realizing the agreement of the people in the visioning
process, including measures like individual interviews given to the
members of Provincial Assembly.
Notable tasks in the Jeju Future Vision include ecological conservation
ceilings and coastal area green belt designations as well as development
permit systems, balanced development of the secondary airport, job
creation-based investment, growth management and business ecosystem
based on current issues, priority given to primary industries and tourism,
and civic consensus formed from cultural activities; these tasks were all
designed with the value of coexistence in mind, with solutions involving
cooperation from both the administration and the public.

The people of the island should cooperate in realizing the Jeju
Future Vision
With such an unprecedented process, it is estimated that the residents of
the island had an opportunity to analyze the policy directions from the
civic standpoint. The consensus on the core values is expected to have
increased the confidence in the administration as well as providing an
opportunity to increase the participation in administrative procedures.
What is most important in realizing this vision is to lay out the
foundations upon which the upcoming steps in near future can be safely
established on.
The administration has followed up on the formation of the plan by
creating long-term roadmaps and conducting post-hoc measures to
ensure the integration of existing policies into the Jeju Future Vision plan.
These measures include establishing individual action plans for
subordinate and affiliated organizations as well as hosting workshops for
working out the details, all the while training the employees on the
details of the new plan. Also, the administration has established working
partnerships with Jeju Development Institute and the Korea Research
Institute for Human Settlements to provide constant oversight and
maintenance of the strategic tasks, and has also formed special task forces
composed of designated researchers that will be attached to the
subordinate or affiliate agencies to aid the management of the strategic

goals. Through these measures, the administration plans to establish the
detailed action plans for each tasks and the administrative departments
by May, and back up the plans with constant monitoring and evaluation
processes to integrate the plan into the existing body of policy.
The administration will also keep in mind that the most important thing
in realizing the Jeju Future Vision is building and maintaining consensus
and communication with the residents, and will provide due effort in
making sure that such cooperation can be reached as well. Starting with
distribution of guidebooks and official resources to facilitate the
understanding of the Jeju Future Vision plan, the administration will
accommodate external lectures to disseminate the value of clean
coexistence, hold photography and UCC contests, and provide public
hearing circuits that will visit each administrative regions to explain the
concept of Jeju Future Vision. The administration will also make efforts
to integrate the plan with the overarching themes of the 70th anniversary
of the province designation and the 10th anniversary of the Special SelfGoverning Province designation, using social media and multi-platform
tools to increase the interaction with the residents.
What is imperative in realizing the values of clean coexistence is the
cooperative relationship between each element of the civic society in
Jeju. We hope to see active participation and attention of the people of
Jeju in realizing our core value that we have created, and will pass down
to our descendants, in their everyday lives.
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Jeju Haevichi Art Festival

The 9th Jeju Haevichi Art Festival
A massive festival of performing arts,
combined with art market and showcases
June 13~16
Location : Jeju Haevichi Hotel & Resort
Inquiry 02.3019.5831

2016 Seogwipo
Saeyeongyo Bridge Concert

6

A midsummer night’s concert against the
backdrop of the Seogwipo coast at night
Friday and Saturday,
Every 2nd week of the month from June to October
Location : Saeyeongyo Bridge Open-air Stage
Inquiry 064.760.2653

June

Pyoseon Haevichi Beach White Sand Festival

Jeju International Wind Ensemble Festival

2016 Summer
Festivals in Jeju

The 16th Yerae Eco Village Experience Festival

A festival held in the 1st firefly preservation
area in Korea
August 5~7 (planned)
Location : Nonjitmul and Yerae Eco Village area
Inquiry 064.780.4861

The 16th Dodu Oraemul Festival

Beat the heat in Yongcheonsu,
the water of life for the island!

Let’s have a
rocking time
in summer!

The 14th Soesokkak Festival

Experience water sports in Teu
and transparent kayaks
August 13~14 (planned)
Location : Hyodon-dong Soesokkak
Inquiry 064.760.4627

2016 Jeju International Wind Ensemble Festival

A golden harmony under the summer
breeze

August 8~16
Location : Jeju Seaside Concert Hall and
other locations
locations in Jeju
Inquiry 064.722.8704

August

The 15th Samyang Black Sand Beach Festival
A festival featuring the rare black sand and
the benefits of black sand massage
July 29~30
Location : Samyang Black Sand Beach
Inquiry 064.728.4713

The 13th Annual Iho Teu Beach Festival
A celebration of traditional nautical and
fishing culture of Jeju
July 29~31
Location : Iho Teu Beach
Inquiry 064.728.4931

The 21th Pyoseon Haevichi
Beach White Sand Festival
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A family-oriented festival in 65-acre-wide
white sand beach and emerald seas
July 30~31 (planned)
Location : Pyoseon Haevichi Beach
Inquiry 064.760.4413

2016 Seogwipo Yahae Festival
Seogwipo Saeyeongyo Bridge Concert
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August 12~14
Location : Oraemul plaza and Doduhang port area
Inquiry 064.728.4966

Indie band performances meet
the night sea!
Late July - Mid-August
Location : Pyoseon Haevichi Beach
Inquiry 064.760.2653

July

Annual Iho Teu Beach Festival
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Jeju Special Self-governing Province
blog.naver.com/happyjejudo

You can find everything about Jeju in our blog,
including food, sights, activities, and festivals~!

Facebook https://www.facebook.com/happyjejudo
Twitter https://mobile.twitter.com/happyjejudo
Kakaostory https://story.kakao.com/ch/inusjeju
Instagram https://instagram.com/special_jejudo

Welcome to Jeju
World Natural Heritage Jeju

From the seas and the mountains, renowned in the world,
to the fistful of earth or wildflowers in the forests,
everything about Jeju is the greatest gift nature decided to give to mankind.
One finds the burden of their livelihood lessened as Jeju leaves a smile on one’s lips,
walking its road, climbing its mountains and Oreums, and exploring the islands.
Jeju is the island of healing.

